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Abstract 

 

This thesis investigates a specific case of polysemy, the word “recovery,” 

as it occurs in economic discourse and the role it can play in evoking responses 

in a speech community.  The analysis explores the following set of questions: 

what are the linguistic dynamics underlying the marked emergence of this 

metaphor during the 2008 financial crisis?   If the metaphor emerged during prior 

financial crises, what role did it play?  Using both statistical and discourse 

analysis techniques, the study traces the attestations of “recovery” and its 

broader conceptual metaphor THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT over four 

centuries.  By applying the tenets of conceptual metaphor theory, the analysis 

reveals that THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor carries significant 

cognitive freight via its conceptual blend attributes.  Over time, these attributes 

are reactivated through economic and cultural narratives prompted by the stress 

of the financial environment.  The cognitive freight conveys a powerful ideological 

and emotive force which can call on the speech community to take political, 

social, and moral action.  The study concludes that, while often overlooked, 

diachronic analysis can be a powerful linguistic tool to study the cognitive as well 

as rhetorical and ideological dynamics underlying polysemy in a given culture.  
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the chemist or economist must start with some 
interesting gunk in a test tube or some story about 
how a particular economy has developed  - that is to 
say, with conceptions on which she has a tacit, 
experiential, diachronic grasp.  The experience (in 
literary terms, the narrative, or in novelistic terms, 
perhaps the dialogue) is the phenomenon to be 
theorized about.  You have to have a direct grasp of 
the diachronic subject to have something to be 
synchronic about. 1 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Deirdre N. McCloskey, The Rhetoric of Economics, 2nd ed. (Madison: The University of 

Wisconsin Press, 1998) 31. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction  

 

As linguistic expressions, metaphors are regularly found in economic 

discourse. Economic theory is a highly conceptual construct so it is not surprising 

to find metaphors used to convey the concepts in this domain. “People tend to 

invoke metaphors most commonly when trying to understand or comprehend 

things which are remote or abstract,” states Keith Shimko.2  In economic texts, 

anthropomorphic metaphors are particularly prominent. 

 

Background: Metaphor and Polysemy in Economic Discourse 

A variety of metaphors applying human attributes are often noted in 

economic discourse.  In fact, during the financial crisis of 2008, a specific 

anthropomorphic metaphor, THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT, emerged with 

particular prominence. Observe The Economist’s depiction of the language used 

by Ben Bernanke to describe the US economy in the fall of 2008 (italics are 

mine): 

American congressmen are used to hyperbole, but 
they were left speechless by the dire scenario Ben 
Bernanke, the chairman of the Federal Reserve, 
painted for them on the night of September 18th. He 
‘told us that our American economy’s arteries, our 
financial system is clogged, and if we don’t act, the 

                                                           
 

2 Keith L. Shimko, “Metaphors and Foreign Policy Decision Making,” Political Psychology 
15.4 (1994): 668. 
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patient will surely suffer a heart attack, maybe next 
week, maybe in six months, but it will happen,’ 
according to Charles Schumer, a Democratic 
senator from New York. 3   

 
Similarly, the metaphor’s related conventional or dead metaphor “recovery” and 

its verbalized form, “recover,” were also pronounced both in specialized financial 

publications and in general public media.  In fact, one of the US government’s 

interventions to “save” the “ailing” economy was the “The American Recovery 

and Reinvestment Act of 2009.” 4    

“Recovery” is a specific and robust case of polysemy taking meanings 

from health as well as economic domains.  The multiple senses for “recovery” in 

economic discourse provide a unique opportunity to consider what conceptual 

category is at play and what impact it may have on the speech community.  

Lakoff and Johnson’s studies highlight the impact metaphors can have in society 

writing, “Metaphor may create realities for us, especially social realities. A 

metaphor may thus be a guide for future action.  Such actions will, of course, fit 

the metaphor.” 5 

The case of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT is also at the nexus of Irvine 

and others’ explication of linguistic ideologies and the linguistic philosophies of 

Foucault, Derrida and their predecessors.  Predicated on Woolard and 

                                                           
3 “America’s Bail-out Plan: The Doctors’ Bill,” The Economist, 25 Sep 2008, 10 March 

2010 <http://www.economist.com/business-finance/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_TNPDVSQG>.  
 

4 “Recovery.gov: Track the Money” 9 April 2011 http://www.recovery.gov. 
 
5 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1980) 156. 
 

 

http://www.economist.com/business-finance/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_TNPDVSQG
http://www.recovery.gov/
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Shieffelin’s belief that “cultural frames have social histories,” 6 the case study 

draws on the social contexts in which the metaphors emerge and is intended to 

deepen our “sometimes superficial understanding of linguistic form and its 

cultural variability in political economic studies of discourse.” 7  Stated more 

specifically, the linguistic forms within the metaphor THE ECONOMIC IS A 

PATIENT conceptual domain can illuminate our understanding of the embedded 

political and cultural ideologies of the community in which they are spoken. 

 

Purpose and Significance of the Study 

The study of polysemy is typically conducted through examination of 

lexical semantics in discourse at a specific point in time, that is, synchronically.  

However, as noted in the quotation by Dierdre McCloskey in the 

Acknowledgments, in order to understand the synchronic phenomenon of 

“recovery” and the efficacy of its polysemy in contemporary economic discourse, 

the linguist would benefit from diachronic analysis, i.e., through time.  If we are to 

create a theory of the phenomenon, “you have to have a direct grasp of the 

diachronic subject to have something synchronic about.” 8  This thesis shows 

that by neglecting a diachronic view, a rich amount of data is overlooked that 

could enhance our understanding of polysemy and its sociolinguistic impact.   

                                                          

This analysis exists at the intersection of pragmatics and conceptual 

 
6 Kathryn Woolard and Bambi Schieffelin, “Language Ideology,” Annual Review of 

Anthropology 23 (1994): 58. 
 
7  Woolard and Schieffelin 72. 
 
8  McCloskey (1998) 31. 
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metaphor theory (CMT).  While neither addresses the mechanics of language’s 

cognitive and emotive power alone, together they elucidate the linguistic 

dynamics underlying each.  The analysis described in this study fills a significant 

gap in current metaphor and polysemy research.  Christopher Hart, in his Critical 

Discourse Analysis and Metaphor: Toward a Theoretical Framework, observes, 

“Metaphor… has been largely neglected in mainstream CDA (Critical Discourse 

Analysis).” 9  This study provides an opportunity to better understand the 

interplay between the two.  In fact, Hart argues that “in attending to metaphor in 

CDA, cognitive linguistics is indeed the perfect tool.” 10  He continues, “Here we 

may make a Saussurian distinction between language (langue) and discourse 

(parole), where langue refers to a language system and parole refers to the use 

of that system for communicative purposes.” 11  Jonathan Charteris-Black, a 

linguist focusing on “the rhetorical motivation and influence of metaphor choice in 

discourse types that include political speeches, religious texts and other 

persuasive areas of language use,” 12 confirms that metaphor is “central to 

critical discourse analysis since it is concerned with forming a coherent view of 

reality.”13  The tools of CMT and related themes such as embodiment, motivation 

                                                           
9 Christopher Hart, “Critical Discourse Analysis and Metaphor: Toward a Theoretical 

Framework,” Critical Discourse Studies 5.2 (2008): 2. 
  
10 Hart 3. 
 
11 Hart 4. 
 
12 Jonathan Charteris-Black, School of Humanities, Languages and Social Sciences, 

University of the West of England website <http://www.uwe.ac.uk/hlss/llas/staff_charteris-
black_j.shtml>. 

 
13 Jonathan Charteris-Black, Corpus Approaches to Critical Metaphor Analysis 

(Basingstoke & New York: Palgrave-MacMillan, 2004) 28. 
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and conceptual blending theory become paramount in this research.  Using a 

variety of linguistic disciplines can reveal how secondary metaphors emerge

what socio-cognitive influences the emergence of lexical items and how 

habitually used metaphors become polysemous.  These conventional metapho

which have become a part of our daily lexicon become embedded in the culture.  

Lakoff and Johnson contend that “primary metaphors are part of the cog

unconscious.” 

, 

rs 

nitive 

                                                          

14  It is the basic primary metaphors, based on our embodied 

experience, they argue is central to our speech and central to our interpretation.  

Just as importantly, when re-invoked in modern discourse, we will see what 

impact the primary metaphors turned polysemes can have on the speech 

community and what ideologies are revealed about the culture and the speakers.   

It is my hope that the insights gained from this analysis offer additional 

phenomenological data to the current body of work in metaphor study and further 

promote the diachronic approach.   

 

Research Questions and Hypothesis 

The research for this thesis is based on an in-depth analysis of the 

metaphor, THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT, in economic texts.  The case study 

explores the polyseme “recover” and its nominalized form “recovery” 

diachronically over its long history of use.  The examination probes whether 

polysemeous words play an ideological role in discourse.  The case explores 

questions such as: What are the contexts under which the metaphor is found?  

 
14  George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Philosophy in the Flesh  (New York: Basic Books, 

1999) 56. 
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What are the linguistic dynamics underlying the marked emergence of this 

metaphor during the 2008 financial crisis?  What role, if any, has the polysemy of 

“recovery” in the health and economic domains played in the metaphor’s 

efficacy?  What can the conceptual categories of the metaphor reveal about the 

linguistic and economic ideologies?  What can this case reveal about the 

connection between metaphor and “thought and action” overall? 

 My hypothesis is that the metaphor THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT is 

found in historical texts during times of economic and political stress and that the 

metaphor is cognitively significant.  Further, using CMT analysis we find that the 

metaphor reflects conceptual categories that reveal semantic “baggage” from its 

earlier use.  These linguistic dynamics heighten the metaphor’s emotional impact 

which can have a powerful influence on the speech community during economic 

pressure.  From this analysis, I believe we can discern that the metaphor has a 

strong illocutionary force. In fact, the metaphor’s use in these contexts reveals 

the set of ideologies at work within the cultural environment in which it is spoken.  

The ideologies embedded in the language exert influence on the speech 

community to act.  This analysis identifies some of the underlying linguistic 

dynamics why this may be so.   

  

Research Methodology 

My research method consists of using a diachronic approach to linguistic 

analysis to analyze THE ECONOMY AS A PATIENT metaphor with a focused 

examination of the conventional metaphors, “recover” and “recovery.”  The 
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analysis centers on occurrences of “recover” and “recovery” as they are found in 

contemporary and historical primary sources.  The examination traces the 

etymology of these dead metaphors from early attestations to their contemporary 

use during the 2008 financial crisis.  The study considers the social and linguistic 

contexts in which they emerged.   

The case study method enables us to reveal detailed components of a 

linguistic phenomenon in a variety of natural settings, events and conditions.  

This qualitative research method will refine prior theoretical frameworks deduced 

from quantitative research.  Robert K. Yin, a researcher and author of Case 

Study Research: Design and Methods, defends the case study method as an 

“essential form of social science inquiry” 15  and defines the method as an 

effective approach to investigating “a contemporary phenomenon within its real-

life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not 

clearly evident and, in which multiple sources of evidence are used.” 16   As such, 

the research outlined in this thesis is intended to elucidate linguistic phenomena 

in a complex matrix of social and cognitive domains while maintaining analytical 

rigor. 

The analysis draws from the theoretical bases of Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory, Critical Discourse Analysis and philosophy of language.  By juxtaposing 

the contemporary metaphors against their use historically, the analysis from 

these disciplines reveals how THE ECONOMY AS A PATIENT metaphor 

                                                           
15 Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods (Newbury Park: Sage, 

1984) xi. 
 
16 Yin 23. 
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became effective in economic discourse.  More broadly, this method provides us 

with a deeper understanding of the way in which polysemy can spur action, thus 

illustrating Lakoff and Johnson’s “thought and action” theory at work.  In addition, 

this research approach provides empirical examples of Friedrich’s notion of 

linking social culture, political ideology with linguistic forms. 
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Chapter II 

Research Review 

 

The primary body of research in metaphors in economic discourse has 

been conducted by economists, linguists, rhetoricians and philosophers of 

language.  In most cases, the research has centered on the metaphor’s efficacy 

in conveying abstractions in economics theory and describing financial market 

phenomena. While the groups agree metaphors are linguistically powerful, their 

analysis derives from different perspectives.  To begin this research review, let 

us consider what economic metaphors are observed in discourse and where 

“recovery” fits within the corpora. 

 

Economic Metaphors 

Regardless of Adam Smith’s seminal metaphor of the “invisible hand,” 

many other economic metaphors are more prominent.  Corpora analysis 

research conducted by Jonathan Charteris-Black, Andreas Musolff, Willie 

Henderson, Frank Boers and Michael White, all linguists concerned with 

metaphors in economic texts, identify a number of highly recurring metaphors.  

For example, in his study of the metaphor and polyseme, “growth,” 17 Michael 

White identified the general metaphor THE ECONOMY IS A LIVING ORGANISM 

as the primary sense for “growth” in the conceptual domain of living things. 

                                                           
17 Michael White, “Metaphor and Economics: the Case of growth,” English for Specific 

Purposes 22 (2003): 131-151. 
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Subordinate extensions of the metaphor, THE ECONOMY IS A PLANT, THE 

ECONOMY IS AN ANIMAL and THE ECONOMY IS A HUMAN are highly 

attested.  Other metaphors in these studies include:  THE ECONOMY IS A 

MECHANICAL PROCESS, THE ECONOMY IS AN AUCTION, THE ECONOMY 

IS A LIQUID, THE ECONOMY IS A PATH, and THE ECONOMY IS A BUBBLE, 

THE ECONOMY IS A BALL, THE ECONOMY IS A FUN FAIR RIDE.   

Relevant to this thesis is Charteris-Black’s analysis of economic 

metaphors in his 2000 article, “Metaphor and Vocabulary Teaching in ESP 

Economics.” 18  Charteris-Black portrays the high frequency of THE ECONOMY 

IS AN ORGANISM found in “The Economist” and other U.K. magazines from 

January, 1995 to September 1997.  The table is reproduced in Table 1 in 

Appendix C.  The data in Table 1 reveal the high level of productivity of THE 

ECONOMY IS AN ORGANISM in generating discrete extensions in the health 

and illness domains.  Charteris-Black’s analysis of these findings concludes that 

THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT is an extended metaphor and relates to the 

“cyclical stages of health and sickness.” 19  He notes the polysemes in this 

domain, “grow” and “recover,” are the highest and second highest in frequency 

within the corpus.  In a later study exploring THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT, 

Charteris-Black and fellow linguist Andreas Musolff show the metaphor can also 

be found in German economic publications.  In fact, the polyseme “recover” is 

                                                           
18 Jonathan Charteris-Black, “Metaphor and Vocabulary Teaching in ESP Economics,” 

English for Specific Purposes 19 (2000): 149-165.   
 
19  Charteris-Black, Metaphor 156. 
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attested as “erholen” or “Erholung.” 20  Similarly, Kosei Fukuda finds the 

polyseme, “kaifuku,” 21  “recover,” in Japanese economics texts.   

There are a myriad of additional polysemes in the economic domain.  

Expert and lay speakers utter them easily in everyday speech.  Consider:  

“bank,” “check,” “market,” “trust,” “flow,” as well as the word “economy” itself.  

Clearly, polysemes find economic discourse a congenial environment.   

 

The Economists’ Views of Metaphors: Rhetoric in Economic Discourse 

Economists tend to focus their research on the rhetorical and instructional 

use of metaphors as means to convey economic theory.  Alfred Marshall’s 

influential work in 1898 raised the awareness of mechanical and biological 

analogies used to describe many economic constructs.22  He noted these 

metaphors are useful and effective in the pedagogy of economic theory.  More 

recently, economist Deirdre McCloskey’s writings explore the power of language 

in economic argumentation.  Noting that “linguistics is an appropriate model for 

economic science,” 23 she surveyed the similarities between metaphor use in the 

sciences and those observed in economic treatises.  She writes that economists 

are unselfconscious, that is, unaware of their use of metaphor and yet “no 
                                                           

 
20  Jonathan Charteris-Black and Andreas Musolff, “’Battered hero’ or ‘innocent victim’? A 

Comparative Study of Metaphors for Euro Trading in British and German Financial Reporting,” 
English for Specific Purposes 22 (2003): 153-176. 

 
21 Kosei Fukuda, “A Comparative Study of Metaphors Represent the U.S. and Japanese 

Economies, ” Journal of Pragmatics 41 (2009): 1693-1702. 
 
22 Alfred Marshall, “Mechanical and Biological Analogies in Economics (1898),” A. Pigou 

Memorials of Alfred Marshall  (1925): 312-318. 
 
23 McCloskey (1998) 31. 
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economist could speak without metaphor.” 24  Her 1995 article, “Metaphors 

Economists Live By,” cited many metaphorical allusions to war, sports (e.g., 

“competing,” “beating,” “battle”), organisms and mechanisms (e.g., calculators) 

used as rhetorical devices in economics. “Adam Smith,” she writes, “knew at the 

beginning of economics that an economy was illuminated by a metaphor of 

speaking,” noting that Smith began his career as a teacher of rhetoric. 25  As 

rhetorical devices, metaphors are not only pervasive in economic discourse but 

also highly persuasive in conveying ideologies.   In fact, McCloskey argues, 

Smith connected this propensity for rhetoric in economic metaphors to 

persuasion.  Quoting Mark Perlman in a 1978 article in the Journal of Economic 

Literature, McCloskey confirms “economists are not experts; they are basically 

persuaders.” 26  Research in the rhetorical power of economic metaphors bridges 

the gap between science and political will.  Kenneth Burke, in his work on 

rhetoric and persuasion, argues that economists commit “rhetoric of casuistry” 

under the auspices of scientific truths and do so with the best of rhetoricians: 

historians, sociologists and the like. 27  If this is so, the metaphors in use have 

significant power to persuade and the power to enact.  McCloskey agrees, “We 

believe and act on what persuades us.” 28   

                                                           
24 Deirdre N. McCloskey (1998) 79. 
 
25 Deirdre N. McCloskey, "Metaphors Economists Live By," Social Research 62.2 

(1995): 215-237. 
 
26 Mark Perlman, “Review of Hutchison’s Knowledge and Ignorance in Economics,” 

Journal of Economic Literature 16 (June 1978): 582. 
 

27 Kenneth Burke, Rhetoric of Motives (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969) 73. 
 
28 McCloskey (1998) 179. 
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McCloskey’s observations about the use of metaphor in economic 

discourse are substantiated by linguistic research.  For example, in a quantitative 

analysis of economic metaphors in financial and business journals, linguists 

Hanna Skorczynska and Alice Deignan found that the choice of metaphors is 

influenced by the text’s intended readership and its purpose.29  Their analysis 

reveals that while perhaps “unselfconscious,” there is much more to the use of 

metaphor than mere convention.  Skorszynska and Deignan suggest that 

metaphor selection is driven by not only social contexts but also the purpose of a 

text.  Their study corroborates the view that metaphor choices are neither merely 

enhancing nor are they arbitrary.  They most likely are linked to the rhetorical 

function. 

 

Linguistic Analyses of Metaphor 

In the linguistic discipline of English for Specific Purposes (ESP), 

economists and linguists alike analyze the use of language as it pertains to 

instruction. Typically, the focus of their work is to determine which pedagogical 

means are most effective. They analyze what techniques facilitate teaching 

English to foreign speakers who are preparing for careers in English-speaking 

countries. In this view, metaphors are useful aids in conveying complex and 

abstract concepts.  The utility of metaphors in teaching results in establishing a 

definitive economics lexicon.  The metaphors themselves become a natural and 

habitual part of the economics discourse. As the metaphors become highly 

                                                           
29Hanna Skorczynska and Alice Deignan, “Readership and Purpose in the Choice of 

Economics Metaphors,” Metaphor and Symbol 21.2 (2006): 97.  
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ingrained in discourse through praxis, hidden ideologies become entrenched. As 

a result, the ideology is so deeply embedded in the culture that the economic 

concepts are perceived as “givens” or truths. These truths are rarely questioned 

and are highly persuasive. Researchers in ESP such as Jonathan Charteris-

Black warn instructors to be careful with the power they hold over their students 

and to be conscious of the ideology they convey as they teach.  He warns the 

students to stay alert as well. He writes, “The pragmatic approach to metaphor 

highlights the rhetorical importance of metaphors because they influence 

opinions.  It is important for ESP learners to be aware of the cognitive and 

pragmatics differences in the purposes to which metaphors can be put.” 30   This 

power of linguistic “performativity,” as Austin outlined, and its ability to enact 

states of reality is at play here. The metaphors uttered in economics classrooms 

and the idealized view of the economic world become fixed in economic 

principles.  As the metaphors are habitually reinforced through continual learning, 

the related ideologies become even more persuasive and deeply embedded in 

the culture.  We will return to this topic again as we analyze the history of THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor and the ideologies carried over time. 

With the advent of cognitive linguistics and the seminal work of George 

Lakoff and Mark Johnson, metaphors are seen as a window into the nature of 

language and human cognition.  In their book, Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and 

Johnson introduce the conceptual metaphor theory (CMT) acknowledging that 

metaphors are “pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and 

                                                           
30  Jonathan Charteris-Black and Andreas Musolff (2003): 153.   
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action.” 31  Metaphors are ubiquitous in virtually all areas of human discourse 

and, in this view, play a fundamental role in how we envision and operate in the 

world.  Lakoff and Johnson’s work has advanced research in the area of 

cognitive semantics and generated a set of theoretical frameworks and analytical 

tools to study language. Fundamental to CMT is the premise that “our bodily 

experience and the way we use imaginative mechanisms are central to how we 

construct categories to make sense of experience.” 32   These mechanisms 

include metaphors and their related linguistic counterparts such as metonymy 

and polysemy.  They “structure thought and are used in forming categories and 

in reasoning.” 33   In particular, polysemy “arises from the fact that there are 

systematic relationships between different cognitive models and between 

elements of the same model. The same word is often used for elements that 

stand in such cognitive relations to one another.” 34   Research has revealed that 

these systematic relationships or categories are, more often than not, automatic 

and unconscious. They are learned early in language acquisition and span topics 

from generic terms to emotions. They tie the conceptual to the experiential, the 

intangible to the concrete.  In his analysis of polysemous expressions, Lakoff 

argues the categories representing multiple senses may not be predictable 

based on the traditional notion of “shared attributes” but are motivated by 

                                                           
31 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson,  Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1980) 3. 
 
32 George Lakoff, Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1987) xii. 
 
33 Lakoff 13. 
 
34 Lakoff 13.  
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metaphorical models in the minds of the speakers.  The categories in this regard 

are not arbitrary. 

For cognitive linguists, the classic approach for analyzing metaphoric 

phenomena is based on the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (also referred to as 

Cognitive Metaphor Theory or CMT).  CMT states that metaphor is primarily 

conceptual. Researchers in this discipline analyze the interaction between 

language, the mind, and culture.  For example, Lakoff, Johnson, Fauconnier, 

Turner and others consider how metaphors may affect the speech community, 

motivate societal behavior, and spur action.  Much of contemporary linguistic 

analysis, therefore, is based on the foundation that cognition and language are 

interrelated.  Metaphor becomes more than a form of speech that is “not literal”.  

“In the cognitive linguistic view, metaphor is defined as understanding one 

conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain.” 35  It is a 

phenomenon of cognition that bridges the tangible (Lakoff calls “embodied”) 

experience with the abstract.  The metaphor itself plays a cognitive as well as a 

linguistic role in bridging the two domains. As we have seen, the choices 

speakers make in selecting the domains can reveal much about not only their 

pragmatic intentions, but also their cognitive processes and cultural influences.  

In order to study the underlying dynamics of metaphors and polysemes in 

economics discourse, it is important to review the progress cognitive linguists are 

making in understanding the language-mind connection. 

Current research in cognitive linguistics has revealed growing evidence 

                                                           
 

35 Zoltán Kövecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2010) 4. 
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suggesting metaphor use reflects humans’ innate ability to understand abstract 

concepts and experiences as well as communicate them.  Fundamental to the 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory is the notion that metaphors establish links or maps 

between a “source” domain and “target” domain.  The mapping process 

semantically transfers the characteristics from the source to the target domain.  

As a result, the target acquires an enhanced meaning and access to secondary 

characteristics that are meaningful and expansive.  When the receiver 

conceptualizes the new attributes in the target domain and translates its meaning 

in the new sense, the metaphor is considered effective. For example, a common 

metaphor, LIFE IS A JOURNEY, has been used to illustrate the conceptual 

metaphor concept.  First posed by George Lakoff, the example easily 

demonstrates the power of metaphorical mapping between the characteristics of 

a “journey,” the “source” domain, and the abstract notion of one’s life, the “target” 

domain.  Consider the following sample sentences from the LIFE IS A JOURNEY 

conceptual metaphor: 

“He’s got a head start in life.” 

“He’s without direction in his life.” 

“I’m at a cross-roads.” 36 

The attributes of a journey have been mapped to a human’s life.  The resulting 

metaphor conveys meanings beyond the literal translation to an abstraction of an 

ontological meaning and experience of being.  It does so by assigning the 

specific characterizations of “life” to how one experiences an actual journey. 

Consider the attributes mapped below: 
                                                           

36  Lakoff (1993) 223. 
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Source: JOURNEY   Target: LIFE 

Head start    Early assistance in achieving success in                    

life 

Direction    Life is pursuing a destination 

Cross-roads    Life requires choosing between 

      destinations 

 

The mapping of corresponding attributes confers a set of systematic references 

to the target domain. These sets of correspondences are often described as 

categorizations or prototypes, concepts borrowed from psychology (Eleanor 

Rosch 37). The prototypes include additional sets of relationships the metaphor 

may later use to build future maps.  Note, however, that not all attributes logically 

map from the source to the target domain.  To illustrate this critical point, 

consider the LIFE IS A JOURNEY metaphor more deeply.  One characteristic of 

an actual physical journey is the ability to return to the original destination (a 

“round trip,” if you will). Yet in life, no one can physically return to childhood or 

infancy.  As a result, this attribute is not considered appropriate so is not mapped 

to the target domain “LIFE.”    

 The cognitive and linguistic selectivity of attributes is an extremely 

important dynamic in understanding how metaphor mappings achieve the 

desired outcomes between speaker and listener.  In a landmark work combining 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory with a deeper view of cognition, Gilles Fauconnier 

                                                           
37  Eleanor Rosch and Barbara B. Lloyd, eds., “Principles of Characterization,” Cognition 

and Categorization (Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Publishers, 1978): 27-48. 
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and Mark Turner introduced the Blending Theory (BT) 38 which accounts for 

selectivity.  Under the BT framework, the blending process (also referred to as 

“conceptual integration”) yields a new emergent form, the conceptual blend.  The 

construct of conceptual blend enables us to explain how only those connections 

that “work” between source and target domains are mapped in a given metaphor. 

In addition, as we will see later, BT also rationalizes how new mappings occur 

regardless of selectivity.   

Fauconnier and Turner describe how conceptual blends are created and 

the selectivity of attributes using a simple graphic represented in Figure 1. 

 

                                                  Generic 
Space

Input I1
Input I2

Blend

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 1.  Conceptual Blending Basic Diagram. This figure is based on the 
model introduced in Fauconnier & Turner’s The Way We Think, 2002.  

 

In Figure 1, the spheres represent a conceptual integration network of 

                                                           
38  Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner, The Way We Think (New York: Basic Books, 
2002). 
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mental spaces from which metaphors arise.  The input domains, I1 and I2 (i.e., 

source and target, generically) contain attributes represented by the black dots 

within the spheres.  During the metaphoric mapping, a generic space structure 

captures the inputs shared by the source and target domains, which in turn, 

maps onto each of the inputs.39 The lines in the diagram represent the mappings 

linking pairs in the two input spaces. The solid lines depict connections produced 

by the matching process. These are the elements that fit the metaphor mapping 

as intended by the sender.  Note that not all attributes are matched.  Other partial 

matches between input spaces are depicted by the dotted lines.  The metaphor is 

created when an emergent structure, the blend, is created from the integration of 

the two input mental spaces.  The solid square in the blended space represents 

this emergent structure.  We have all experienced the development of an 

emergent structure when uttering or comprehending a metaphor.  Fauconnier 

and Turner describe it this way, “What comes into consciousness is the flash of 

comprehension. And it seems magical precisely because the elaborate 

imaginative work is all unconscious.” 40   While it appears magical, the 

conceptual integration network and metaphors they produce do not arise out of 

nothing. It is in the process of language production that the conceptual 

integration network activates.41 The context, the words and sentences of 

                                                           
39 The blending process has been described sequentially for simplicity. However, the 

process is recursive and Fauconnier and Turner warn that the sequence is “not meant to reflect 
actual stages of the process”  (Fauconnier and Turner 46). 

 
40  Fauconnier and Turner, 44. 
 
41  While there has been significant work done on the importance of both the nonverbal 

as well as verbal entailments of language on culture (e.g., in Bronislov Malinowski’s “The Problem 
of Meaning in Primitive Languages”), the scope of this thesis focuses specifically on the verbal. 
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common discourse, guide the routes of connections within the network, firing ne

combinations from the blended space.  Cedric Boeckx writes, “Words and 

sentences can thus be thought of as procedures that impose certain mental 

traffic patterns among concepts; that is to say, they enforce perspectives on the

way we think, … the reader should think of them as commands to activate certa

mental concepts and combine them according to instructions implicit in

structure of sentences.” 

w 
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42  This also explains why the metaphors remain

consistent syntactically within a given language system.  Blending theory 

explains how and why metaphors continue to be productive, that is, generate 

novel metaphors from the conceptual network.  From the emergent structure and 

within the conceptual integrated network, the storage of attributes serves as a 

warehouse from which novel mappings can be created.  Blending theory n

reconciles how speakers can use metaphor effectively in a variety of contex

through the selection of attributes, but it also explains how metaphors are highly 

productive.  The process of selectivity will be explored in more detail as it 

the categories or conceptual frames of the speech community.  This conceptu

blend construct will be used to analyze THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT in 

Chapter 4. 

The question now arises within CMT– How do we explain the emergence 

of polysemes?  Fauconnier and Turner describe polysemy as “not just an 

accident of history or of synchrony, but rather an essential manifestation of the 

flexibility, adaptability, and richness in meaning potential that lie at the very heart 

 
42  Cedric Boeckx, Language in Cognition:  Uncovering Mental Structures and the Rules 

Behind Them (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010) 117. 
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of what a language is and what it is for. It is also a symptom (rather than a 

primitive component) of the way in which various cognitive operations allow for 

creativity at many levels.” 43   Polysemes are the result of a non-arbitrary 

linguistic process originating from once novel metaphors. Bowdle and Gentner 

contend that some metaphors evolve to the point when they lose “all s

metaphoricity” becoming dead metaphors.

ense of 

44  In their theoretical framework, “The 

Career of Metaphor,” 45 Bowdle and Gentner propose that metaphors follow a 

logical evolutionary path from initial target-source domain mapping to 

conventionalization (i.e., treated by speakers as a lexical item with minimal 

reliance on the original source domain’s attributes).  Our lexicons are full of 

conventional metaphors. However, not all metaphors achieve 

conventionalization.  Some stay novel and effective for only a period of time until 

its meaning becomes outmoded or irrelevant.  By contrast, conventional 

metaphors are the result of habitual use over time.  When this use has become 

so entrenched and customary, the base terms of the mapping refer to both a 

literal concept and to an associated metaphoric category.  It has become a dead 

or conventional metaphor.  Bowdle and Gentner argue that this is the very 

process that enables a word to take on multiple meanings.  The metaphor, as a 

single lexical item, becomes polysemous. Bowdle and Gentner and other 

cognitive linguists agree, “it is often claimed that metaphors are a primary source 

                                                           
43  Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner, “Polysemy and Conceptual Blending,” Polysemy:  

Flexible Patterns of Meaning in Mind and Language, Brigitte Nerlich et al, eds. (Berlin: De 
Gruyter, 2003) 80.       
 

44 Bowdle and Gentner 209. 
 
45 Bowdle and Gentner 193-216. 
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of polysemy.” 46 They cite the word, “blueprint,” as a good example of this 

phenomenon.  “Blueprint” can mean both the literal source domain of a blue and 

white photographic print of an architectural plan as well as “anything that 

provides a plan.” 47  Through continual and habitual use over time, the second 

sense, “anything that provides a plan,” becomes as conventionalized as the 

literal meaning.  Over time, the linguistic form becomes a full member of the 

lexicon, or “lexicalized” as the polyseme which can be applied in a variety of 

contexts.  In fact, Fauconnier and Turner contend that the contents of the 

conceptual blend can also become entrenched in long-term memory.  This 

makes the metaphors more accessible and available for future use.  

Regardless of their status as lexical items, polysemes are hardly dead but 

active and productive.  As active members in the conceptual integration network 

of the blended space, they remain productive in generating new extensions by 

accessing the rich reservoir of attributes in the network.  The polysemes can be 

viewed as category extensions that share “an inner coherence,” a “unified 

gestalt” 48 with other members in the network. The unified relationships and 

frequently emerging maps of related metaphors sustain this vibrant gestalt.  As 

dynamic as the network appears, there is an internal order that enables the 

polysemes to be productive, but do so in a meaningful way.   

If the conceptual network has so many connections and attributes 

                                                           
46 Bowdle and Gentner 198. 
 
47 Bowdle and Gentner 199. 
 
48  D.A. Cruse, “Polysemy and Related Phenomena from a Cognitive Linguistic 

Viewpoint,” Computational Lexical Semantics, eds., Patrick Saint-Dizier and Evelyne Viegas 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995) 46. 
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available and ready, what happens cognitively when a polysemous word is 

encountered in discourse?  How do listeners process multiple senses and 

determine the “correct” meaning?  Stated differently, how do we resolve 

ambiguous meanings?   

Raymond Gibbs and Teenie Matlock cite a relevant study by 

psycholinguist, John Williams,49 suggesting that “speakers might be activating a 

network of related senses when they hear polysemous words, part of which 

remains active even when the contextually appropriate sense of a word has been 

determined.” 50  Williams appears to confirm that in processing polysemes, 

multiple senses are accessible from the mental dictionary and operate 

simultaneously.  The mind leaves its options open, if you will, to address any 

semantic trigger it may encounter.  The entire database of meanings must be 

readily accessible to respond.  Why is this important to understand?  As we 

review metaphors in economics discourse, we will see that context alone is not 

sufficient to arrive at a singular meaning.   Raymond Gibbs and Teenie Matlock’s 

own research in this area illustrates that a polyseme “gets its meanings both 

through interaction with specific lexical items in ordinary linguistic expressions 

and via speakers’ specific characterizations of discourse situations.” 51  While 

context is helpful, Gibbs and Matlock find that polysemes cooperate either 

                                                           
49  John N. Williams, “Processing Polysemous Words in Context:  Evidence for 

Interrelated Meanings,” Journal of Psycholinguistic Research 21.3 (1992): 193-218. 
 
50  Raymond Gibbs and Teenie Matlock, “Psycholinguistic Perspectives on Polysemy,” 

Polysemy in Cognitive Linguistics: Selected Papers from the International 5th Cognitive Linguistics 
Conference, eds., H. Cuyckens, Britta Zawada (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1997) 215.  
 

51 Gibbs and Matlock  218. 
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syntactically or semantically with other frequently co-occurring lexical items 

(called “collocation”).  By keeping the conceptual integrated network active and 

interpreting the collocated items in discourse, there is a sifting and sorting 

process to identify and select the most likely meaning.  Linguists critically 

analyzing a polyseme in natural discourse consider the “company it keeps” as 

well as the context to thoroughly catalogue the semantic connections. 

Salience is an important concept when analyzing polysemes.  It has been 

found that in the process of polyseme creation, the new emergent form gains its 

salience from the source domain. 52  As a result, the polysemous word becomes 

marked in discourse by absorbing the low salience referents.  It is this salience 

that enables a polyseme to be comprehensible time and time again by the 

speech community, thus becoming entrenched as a conventional, dead 

metaphor.  In use, linguists have found that the most salient meaning is activated 

first by the receiver not always what would be considered the original meaning. 53  

Over time, even the primary meaning may lose its prominence in the speech 

community.  Recall the “blueprint” example.  As most individuals do not handle 

physical blueprints on a daily basis, the metaphorical meaning, “a plan,” is more 

salient. Still, the original meaning is accessible in long-term memory. At any point 

in time, the multiple senses are ready for activation.  Language users can take 

advantage of this phenomenon, creating double entendres, idioms and puns very 

                                                           
52  For fascinating case studies in salience and polysemy, refer to Cecil Brown and 

Stanley Witkowski’s research on “eye/seed” and “eye/fruit” polysemes in the Uto-Aztecan 
languages in the article, “Polysemy, Lexical Change and Cultural Importance,” Royal 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 18.1 (March 1983): 72-89. 

 
53 Rachel Giora, “Literal vs. Figurative Language:  Different or Equal,” Journal of 

Pragmatics 34 (2002): 487-506. 
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effectively in new contexts. Certainly readers of newspaper headlines find this to 

be true.     

As we have seen, salience and productivity enable supposedly dead 

metaphors to activate new semantic extensions as novel metaphors. Over time, 

the new extensions, if successful and relevant, can become so entrenched they 

result permanent semantic change.  Cognitive linguists and sociologists believe 

that analyzing semantic shifts can reveal much about the collective thinking of a 

society and the evolution of its culture.  Let’s examine now what influences 

semantic change. 

While there are a number of influences that drive change in a word’s 

meaning, cognitive research finds that the primary driver is the speaker’s own 

intuitions about the real world.  These intuitions, of course, are derived from their 

personal experiences and those around them.  As we have seen, the most basic 

influence is our interpretation of human physical attributes.  Gibbs provides an 

excellent example of how our embodied experience informs polysemy in his 

analysis of the word, “stand.” 54  In this case study, Gibbs shows that our innate 

sense of VERTICALITY and BALANCE shapes how we interpret phrases such 

as “to stand firm,” “we stand on 30 years of experience” or “to stand to profit.” He 

proposes that people tacitly recognize connections between their bodily 

experience and different metaphorical / polysemic meanings.  Prototypes and 

categories that involve the body are considered more primitive and, therefore, 

                                                           
    54  Raymond Gibbs, “Embodied Standing and the Psychological Semantics of Stand,” 
The Linguistics of Sitting, Standing, and Lying, ed. John Newman (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 
2002) 347-400. 
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more central than others.  Speakers and receivers of such polysemies process 

them intuitively and unconsciously.  When a novel embodied metaphor evolves 

to convention, the semantic change inherits a high level of saliency.  As a result, 

primitive polysemes such as “stand” and others relating to the human body may 

be more significantly marked and effective in conveying semantic content.  

Recent empirical research 55 appears to substantiate philosophical and rhetorical 

theories that embodied metaphors are also predictive of emotional responses.  

Linguistic anthropologists and linguists from the interaction or constructivist views 

would argue that while we intuit certain meanings from our bodily experiences, 

these intuitions are not without influence from the society in which we function.  

Max Black, for example, writes of a “system of associated commonplaces” which 

is shared by a speech community. They are a collective set of opinions that 

become a part of the public gestalt and experience within the culture. So while 

we may universally possess and experience human bodies, our mental models of 

the body are constructed by that experience and its relation to what is already 

known or learned. In the act of metaphor production, the interaction between 

metaphor speaker and receiver that involves “shifts in meaning of words 

belonging to the same family or system as the metaphorical expression.” 56   

That interaction can “enable us to see aspects of reality that the metaph

production helps to constitute. But that is no longer surprising if one believes that 

or’s 

                                                           
55  Reference the work by Raymond Gibbs, Paula Lenz Costa Lima, and Edson 

Francozo, “Metaphor is Grounded in Embodied Experience,” Journal of Pragmatics 36 (2004): 
1189-1210; and Raymond Gibbs, “Embodied Experience and Linguistic Meaning,” Brain and 
Language 84 (2003): 1-15. 

 
56  Max Black, Models and Metaphors, (Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1962) 45. 
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the world is necessarily a world under a certain description – or a world seen 

from a certain perspective.  Some metaphors can create such a perspective.” 57  

An example of this phenomenon in the health domain has been studied by Arthur 

Kleinman, MD., in his study of patients’ stories related to their illness.  He writes,  

…commercialized symbolic meanings, which, like all 
cultural systems, orients the person to body and self 
experiences and to the priorities and expectations of 
the group. Indeed, through these embodied values 
social control is internalized and political ideology 
materializes as corporeal feeling and physiological 
needs.  To understand symptoms and illnesses have 
meaning, therefore, we first must understand 
normative conceptions of the body in relation to the 
self and world. These integral aspects of local social 
systems inform how we feel, how we perceive 
mundane bodily processes, and how we interpret 
those feelings and processes. 58 

 
Metaphors, in this view, are both linguistically and socially constructed.  We will 

find these perspectives extremely relevant as we review polysemy in economic 

discourse.  

 

Socio-cultural Analyses of Metaphor 

Socio-linguists consider the cultural influences on polysemy creation and 

interpretation. Research in this arena considers the collective unconsciousness 

of a speech community.  In “Ambiguities We Live By: Towards a Pragmatics of 

Polysemy,” psychologists Brigitte Nerlich and David Clarke attest that historical 

                                                           
57  Max Black, “More on Metaphor,” Metaphor and Thought, 2nd ed., ed. Andrew Ortony 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993) 38. 
   
58  Arthur Kleinman, MD.,  The Illness Narratives: Suffering, Healing, And The Human 

Condition  (New York, Basic Books, 1988) 13. 
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explorations of the semantic fields and frames 59 can contribute greatly to the 

understanding of culturally derived categories / prototypes underlying the 

polysemes.  By analyzing the progression of a specific polyseme over its life 

cycle, we can gain significant new insight to the integrated conceptual network 

from which it emerged.  Nerlich and Clarke write, “constructions and 

deconstructions of shared (multiple) meanings in conversation have not only the 

function of keeping meanings and conversations alive, in the long run they also 

contribute to the steady diachronic changes in the polysemy of words, some 

meaning come to the fore, some dropping away….” 60   Nerlich and Clarke 

believe in some cases these diachronic changes can be made transparent in 

linguistic study.  They acknowledge “what has been overlooked so far in 

polysemy research is that (‘synchronic’ and ‘diachronic’) polysemy is very much 

‘alive’, that it can be studied in its natural habitat, in the course of conversations 

and so on.” 61  Dirk Geeraerts has applied the tools of cognitive linguistics to 

reveal that “synchronic links that exist between the various senses of an item 

coincide with diachronic mechanisms of semantic extension such as metaphor 

and metonymy.” 62  While there are too many variables to conclusively identify 

nor predict cause-effect relationships between linguistic mechanisms and 
                                                           

59  Nerlich and Clarke’s research expands Charles Fillmore and B.T.S. Atkins’ theory of 
frame semantics as they define it, i.e., “a word’s meaning is understood ‘with reference to a 
structured background of experience, beliefs, or practices, constituting a kind of conceptual pre-
requisite for understating the meaning” with a diachronic view (1992) 76.    

 
60  Brigitte Nerlich and David Clarke, “Ambiguities We Live By: Towards a Pragmatics of 

Polysemy,” Journal of Pragmatics  333 (2001): 5.   
 
61  Nerlich and Clarke 6. 
 
62  Dirk Geeraerts, Diachronic Prototype Semantics: A Contribution to Historical 

Lexicology  (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997) 6.  
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polysemy outcomes, Geeraerts acknowledges that by examining the conceptual 

domains or prototypes of metaphors, we can reveal the underlying social and 

historical dynamics of the semantic change. In a comprehensive article, Gábor 

Győri outlines what linguistic, cognitive and social factors are involved:  

  Change in usage relies on general cognitive 
mechanisms like analogy, association, categorization, 
etc. The cognitive basis of this innovative language 
use is the exploitation of familiar knowledge.  This 
provides the motivational support for both the 
production and the comprehension of occasion-bound 
meanings.  The familiar knowledge that can be 
exploited resides in conventional expressions and in 
the connotations attached to them by the speech 
community, strongly suggesting that encyclopedic 
information is part of semantic knowledge.  The 
individual speaker turns to these expressions in order 
to form occasion-bound meaning for efficient but 
economical reference and representation in an effort 
to adapt the language to new circumstances be they 
internal (linguistic) or external (natural, social, cultural, 
etc.) The choice and path of semantic modification of 
the available expressions is influenced by four 
cognitive factors:  cue-validity, cognitive economy, 
perceived world structure, and conjunctivity. In this 
way the effect of the environment on semantic 
structure will be largely filtered through the speakers’ 
cognitive systems.  
 These ad hoc modifications of meaning will 
provide the variations for selection by the speech 
community if the communicative circumstances that 
trigger a new usage persist and take on cultural 
dimensions. Then conventionalization of the ad hoc 
meaning will take place through the stages of 
pragmatic ambiguity, polysemy, and finally full 
semantic change.63 

 
Győri recognizes that semantic change cannot be generalized.   Many 

semantic innovations are unpredictable and are often phonological rather than 

                                                           
63  Gábor Győri, “Semantic Change and Cognition,” Cognitive Linguistics 13.2 (2002): 

159-160. 
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cognitive.  He does posit, however, that metaphor and meaning extensions 

parallel the changes in cultural categories in response to changing external 

environments.  “Etymologies,” he writes, “reveal categorization processes.” 64   

Semantic shifts are hardly arbitrary. Language reflects the speech communities’ 

effort to describe new experiences and concepts. If no word exists to express a 

new idea, speakers will often refer to apt prior experiences or familiar things in 

analogy.  Analogies and, by extension, metaphors are economical and one of the 

most efficient communication methods.  This efficiency can create momentum to 

trigger semantic change.  Once again, we refer to the principles of conceptual 

mapping processes and selectivity.  Győri writes, “the choice of properties must 

also be governed by some kind of joint salience for both speaker and hearer 

based on a common ground.” 65  The characteristics with the highest salience in 

the culture most likely to trigger recall of the category from the blended space.  

The shared world view and how it works (“perceived world structure”) significantly 

contributes to the metaphorical mapping.  Győri writes, “Conjunctive relationships 

[between features in the metaphor map] are psychologically more salient on 

logical grounds and this may have possible cognitive priority.” 66  In this view, 

polysemy is influenced by sociological factors and the shared cultural 

perspectives.  Language is naturally economical. It takes the easiest path to 

understanding and makes familiar, salient connections.  As the culture evolves 

over time, what is salient to the culture is salient in the language.  Within the 
                                                           
 

64  Győri 135.  
 

   65  Győri 141. 
 

66  Győri 145. 
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fossilized polyseme is a history of its diachronic evolution and the encyclopedic 

information locked inside it.   

A relevant example of semantic change is Sophia Mamaridou’s recent 

analysis of the case of the Greek polyseme, “psyche” (“Ψνχή”). 67 In Mararidou’s 

examination of “psyche,” she reveals the cognitive and cultural constructs 

underlying its multiple meanings.  “Psyche”, she writes, “defines the ontology of 

man according to a particular cultural model of the self.” 68 It is this cultural model 

or ideology that is “closely associated with a network of image-schemas, 

metaphors and metonymies.” 69  Marmaridou illustrates the productivity of the 

conventionalized metaphor.   Her research shows how new metaphors and 

extensions of meaning are motivated.  She lays bare the cultural legacy of the 

word and the relevant semantic contents accompanying its polysemy in current 

use.  Most intriguing, is her finding that the embedded ideologies carry powerful 

cognitive and emotional impact.  Marmaridou claims that over time, the 

semantics of “psyche” were motivated by the “interaction of conceptual 

metaphors and cultural models.” 70  Her research bears this out.  In numerous 

examples, Mamaridou illustrates how “psyche” draws semantic information from 

related conceptual domains and derives multiple metaphors such as PSYCHE IS 

BODY, PSYCHE IS CONTAINER, PSYCHE IS A MOVING BODY and PSYCHE 

                                                           
 

67  Sophia Mamaridou, “Cognitive, Cultural, and Constructional Motivations of Polysemy 
and Semantic Change,” Pragmatics & Cognition 18 (2010): 68-110. 
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69  Marmaridou 69. 
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IS A VALUED POSSESSION among many others. Marmaridou’s work reveals 

the role familiar cultural encyclopedic knowledge and salience play in semantic 

change. Of particular interest, this case study illustrates how related meanings 

are derived from evolving ideologies.  Note how “psyche” is used in new contexts 

over time and collocated with other semantic forms such as innovative idioms in 

the sentences below: 71 

(1)  o anθtropos aotelite        apo soma ke psixi 

   The man consists-3rd sg.pres.pass. of body and soul 

   Man consists of body and soul. 

(2) xaθikan       500 psixis 

   Lose-3rd pl.past.pass. 500 psyches 

   500 souls were lost. 

 
(3)  Ti psixi exi   ena penindraiko 

What soul have-3rd sg. pres a fifty-drachma coin have? 

What value does a fifty-drachma coin have? 

In (1), we see the familiar use of the word “psyche” revealing the ideology of the 

human self consisting of two parts, body and soul.  In (2), the word has emerged 

in a metonymous form, representing not only the whole of the individual but 

representing people in general. Finally, we observe a metaphorical extension to 

the conceptual domain of commerce in (3).  Marmaridou explains that this 

example reveals the cultural and ideological base on which PSYCHE IS A 

VALUED POSSESSION is based.  In the integrated cognitive network, the 

attributes of “value” are mapped from the source domain, PSYCHE (soul) to the 

                                                           
 

71  All examples used here are taken from Marmaridou’s article cited earlier. 
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target domain, POSSESSION.  In this case, the possession is “money.”  

Marmaridou writes, “the metonymic extension of “psyche” to refer to value is 

motivated by the cultural narrative of existence and the particular fairly productive 

construction.  Given that this construction expresses both the speaker’s 

evaluation of an entity and her wish to prompt the address to do something, is 

highly expressive.” 72  Marmaridou emphasizes the emotive power of these 

constructions.  The case of “psyche” catalyzes the interactional relationships 

between conceptual networks, cultural ideologies and polysemy.  Her study 

highlights how polysemes carry their history of cultural meaning as cognitive 

freight and is extended and repurposed in new and innovative contexts. 73   

Cognitive linguists recognize what rhetoricians and philosophers of 

language have theorized: that culture and language are engaged in a two-way 

synergistic relationship that impacts what is said, and in what semantic forms.  

We have seen that the integrated conceptual network facilitates the development 

of metaphors and polysemes.  We have also seen that encyclopedic knowledge 

is accessible for metaphor creation and semantic change.  It also influences 

interpretation of polysemes as Jörg Zinken writes, “Encyclopedic knowledge that 

is frequently relevant in the usage of a particular construction becomes more 

accessible.  This leads to a situation where different kinds of knowledge can be 

immediately accessible through one particular lexical item in appropriate 

                                                           
72  Marmaridou 91. 
 
73  Other relevant diachronic analyses of semantic change include Aijmer’s research of 

the English auxiliary “will” and Grygiel’s deconstruction of the word “boy.”   
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contexts, i.e., to polysemy.” 74  If such encyclopedic knowledge is so easily 

accessible between speakers, what are the implications of the cognitive freight 

that accompany such words?    

 Sally McConnell-Ginet explores the notion of conceptual freight or 

conceptual baggage in detail.  She writes, “words serve as pointers to or place-

holders for not only language users’ semantic representations and their (perhaps 

limited) knowledge of referents but also their understanding of what is widely 

presumed about those referents and their place in various kinds if scenarios, 

including how the words (and also, of course, their referents) figure in various 

kinds of social practices.  Conceptual baggage, I propose, attaches to a word as 

it figures in various discourses and is deployed in social and cultural projects… 

Importantly, there is a general past discursive history as well as situated future 

development that matters to insertion of particular inferential fodder into the 

conceptual baggage associated with a particular word (or in some cases, 

perhaps, with a family of words – kinship terminology, for example).” 75    

Historic conceptual baggage remains in the integrated conceptual 

network. This is particularly true when as, Zinken notes, it is habitually 

reactivated in discourse.  This is a distinguishing feature of metaphorical forms in 

discourse.  And, Zinken argues, we find that metaphors of this nature carry 

ideological content as well. They are entrenched and motivated by experiences 

                                                           
74  Jörg Zinken, “Discourse Metaphors:  The Link Between Figurative Language and 

Habitual Analogies,” Cognitive Linguistics 18.4 (2007): 452. 
 
75  Sally McConnell-Ginet, “Words in the World: How and Why Meanings Can Matter,” 

Language 84.3 (2008): 515. 
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within the culture. 76  Michael White and Honesto Herrara corroborates Zinken’s 

hypothesis in a review of metaphors found in press coverage of European 

telecommunications mergers and acquisitions.  Their research shows how “the 

discourse, easily taken as a more or less objective or neutral account of events, 

in fact reveals a very marked though hidden ideology.” 77 Their analysis 

demonstrates how tools of cognitive linguistics can expose unconscious or, as 

they state, “covert” ideologies.   White and Herrara’s analysis “shows us how 

such metaphors, while operative merely on a basis of their concrete logic and 

entailments, actually tie up with and reinforce a long tradition within economic 

thought (e.g., Social Darwinism) or entrenched cultural values (e.g., gender 

roles).” 78   Their deconstruction of economic metaphors such as BUSINESS IS 

A JUNGLE and MONOPOLIES ARE DINOSAURS used in M & A contexts revea

ideological positions.  For example, they cite how the references to metaphorical 

dinosaurs and allusions to Darwin’s “survival of the fittest” are unconsciously 

promoting a free market ideology.  Further analyses in similar texts also find 

additional hidden ideologies such as historic colonialism and gender related 

norms.  The result, they write, is an “emotional force and persuasiveness 

accruing to an argument calling for the defence of national territory against an 

l 

                                                           
76  See Jörg Zinken, “Ideological Imagination: Intertextual and Correlational Metaphors in 

Political Discourse,” Discourse Society 14.4 (2007): 507-523 and, Christopher Hart, “Critical 
Discourse Analysis and Conceptualization:  Mental Spaces, Blended Spaces and Discourse 
Spaces,” Cognitive Linguistics in Critical Discourse Analysis: Application and Theory (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008).   
 

77  Michael White and Honesto Herrera, “Metaphor and Ideology in the Press Coverage of 
Telecom Corporate Consolidations,” Cognitive Linguistics Research: Cognitive Models in 
Language and Thought, eds. René Dirven, Roslyn Frank and Martin Pütz (2003): 277. 
 

78 White and Herrara 277. 
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external threat.  Moreover, the fact that BT’s 79 nationality associated it with the 

colonizing power historically operative in the U.S. intensifies the emotional 

charge.  Thus framing the issue in this way makes latent ideology a very powerful 

element of persuasion.” 80  White and Herrara illustrate the power metaphoric 

language can have to activate emotive ideologies. White and Herrara’s deep 

analysis of the cognitive blend resulting from the metaphor process unpacks 

inherent cultural prototypes influencing the map.  As Zinken proposes, metaphors 

can contain historical ideological content; White and Herrara have shown that by 

analyzing the conceptual maps, the accompanying cognitive freight and related 

ideologies can be revealed. 

 It is not always possible or desirable to research the etymology of a word 

to gain new insights.  In most cases of polysemy, the original metaphorical map 

has been bleached or totally forgotten.  The risk of hypothesizing folk 

etymologies is too great.  However, in some unique cases, where the metaphor 

is active, productive and the associated attributes are especially salient, 

diachronic analyses can reveal the cognitive associations that have been built up 

over time.  Cognitive linguists attest that polysemes and similar lexical items 

undergo semantic changes, shifts and leaps that are traceable. 81  Unique 

insights can be gained by analyzing the semantic evolution of individual words 

                                                           
79 “BT” is the acronym used for “British Telecom” in this context. 
 
80  White and Herrara 303. 
 
81  Reference sources on the topic of semantic change, metaphor, polysemy by cognitive 

linguistics such as Vanhove’s From Polysemy to Semantic Change (Amsterdam: John Benjamins 
Publishing, 2008); Seana Coulson’s Semantic Leaps: Frame-Shifting and Conceptual Blending in 
Meaning Construction (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 2001); and related work of Jörg 
Zinken, Brigitte Nerlich et al.  
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and phrases over time.   

 

Friedrich’s Analytic Model for Revealing Ideologies in Language 

Paul Friedrich states there are two approaches to critical analysis of 

ideologies in discourse: the analytical-scientific and the emotional-ethical.  He 

argues that “the two approaches are essential to each other, for both are ‘critical’ 

and concerned with ‘values,’ although meaning of these terms differ greatly in 

context:  a scientific criticism is always implicitly ethical to a significant degree, 

and an ethical criticism is almost always scientific to some extent.  In other 

words, the scientific approach is primarily rooted in the cognitive (e.g., the logic of 

experiment) and is concerned with diverse levels of knowledge and the ethical-

emotive is rooted in the affective as well as being overtly focused in such 

phenomena, but it is also commonplace for a cognitive analysis to arrive from an 

ethical concern, and for an analysis of affect to arise from the libido cognosciendi 

(the drive to know).” 82  Freidrich’s model addresses the “interdependencies 

among language, ideology, and political economy.” 83  Friedrich believes that 

major theorists view political economy as determining, intertwining and, possibly, 

meditating language and ideology in the economic domain.  Their models 

propose that not only is language and political economy so inextricably 

intertwined, but that “ideology emerges as a primary output – perhaps the 

                                                           
82  Paul Friedrich, “Language, Ideology, and Political Economy,” American Anthropologist 

91 (1989) 296. 
 
83  Friedrich 297. 
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primary output governing human acts and attitudes.” 84  Since the goal of this 

thesis is to reveal the underlying cognitive, linguistic and emotive power of THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT and the related polyseme, “recovery,” Friedrich’s dual 

model is most appropriate for this analysis.  Let us define Friedrich’s model in 

more detail.   

Friedrich outlines the three components of his framework as follows: 

Political economy – involves resource allocation in the sense, for 
example, of control over goods.  Political economy involves 
the generic economic process of the production, distribution, 
and consumption of goods, including ‘non-material’ ones, 
and the patterns and culture of power that control or 
influence these processes. 85 

Ideology – the basic notions or ideas that the members of a society 
hold about a fairly definite, if not bounded set or area such 
as honor, matrilineal affiliation, or the division of labor, and 
the interrelations and implications of such sets of notions.  It 
is “a system, or at least an amalgam, of ideas, strategies, 
tactics, and practical symbols for promoting, perpetuating, or 
changing a social and cultural order; in brief, it is political 
ideas in action.86 

Language – a verbal process by which the individual relates ideas 
and emotions to sound and other material symbolism in 
terms of a code and in the context of a society and its 
culture, and their respective, interrelated histories. 87 

 
Freidrich’s framework, thus defined, prepares us for analyzing the interplay 

between language and economic constructs within a given culture.  He views 

ideologies as “political ideas in action” which “arise from the engagement of 

creative individuals with practical problems and necessarily reflect or express the 

                                                           
84  Friedrich 297. 
  
85  Friedrich 297. 

 
86  Friedrich 300. 
  
87  Friedrich 302. 
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will and interests for control or change of some social group or class – notably, its 

economic interests.” 88 

He cites symbols in language such as metaphors and the wider family of 

lexical and semantic forms as highly effective tools in sending key messages to 

the speech community.  The result is a “linguaculture” whereby language and 

culture “constitute a single universe of its own kind.” 89   Friedrich’s 

“linguaculture” is consistent in substance with the cognitive linguistic not

“social cognitions” of Fauconnier and Turner or Van Dijk 

ions of 

pedic 

                                                          

90 and the encyclo

knowledge of Győri and Zinken. They agree that conceptual domains reside in 

the collective minds of the speech community.  The concepts are shared through 

a historical memory and sustained via habitual use of linguistic forms in the 

culture.   

 

Joining Disciplines to Analyze HEALTH-WEALTH Metaphor Domains 

The frameworks presented here illustrate the cognitive, linguistic, socio-

cultural and rhetorical views of metaphor research.  Together they provide a 

comprehensive set of lenses to view metaphors in economic discourse.  In the 

conceptual blend of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT, we have an opportunity to 

unpack the underlying dynamics that has lead to its emergence and reveal any 

ideologies that may have historically influenced its creation.  The progress in 

cognitive linguistics analyses has provided us the tools to now confidently 
 

88  Friedrich 301. 
 

89  Friedrich 306. 
 

90  Tuen A. Van Dijk, “Social Cognition and Discourse,” Handbook of Social Psychology 
and Language,  eds. H. Giles and R. P. Robinson (Chichester: Wiley, 1989): 163-183. 
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consider the question posed in this thesis: can metaphorical polysemes activate 

conceptual networks to spur action within a community?  The current research 

suggests that it can.  

In the seminal book, Philosophy in the Flesh, Lakoff and Johnson write 

compellingly that an overriding metaphor in Western economics is WELL-BEING 

IS WEALTH.  They write, “we all conceptualize well-being as wealth.” 91  If this is 

true, then fundamental ideology of Western thought maps the idealized notion of 

well-being from the source conceptual domain of wealth.  We realize that 

metaphors sustain the ideology by being habitually ingrained in common 

discourse. As in Freidrich’s model, the language, the ideology and the culture 

become intertwined. Consider Lakoff and Johnson’s observation and how they 

describe the WELL-BEING IS WEALTH metaphor as, “the basis for a massive 

metaphor system by which we understand our moral interactions, obligation, and 

responsibilities… Thus moral action is conceptualized in terms of financial 

transaction.” 92  The metaphor is deeply integrated in not only the language but 

the political economy and economic ideologies.  They go on to write that the 

underlying ideology and morality is “grounded” in our “embodied experience of 

well-being: health, strength, wealth, purity, control, nurturance, empathy, and so 

forth.“ 93   It is no surprise, then that the conceptual maps of HEALTH and 

WEALTH share the blended conceptual domain of WELL-BEING.  The mapping 

                                                           
 

91  George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Philosophy in the Flesh (New York: Basic Books, 
1999) 292.  

 
92  Lakoff and Johnson, 292. 

 
93  Lakoff and Johnson 331. 
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is logical and simple as it reflects the underlying sense of safety and welfare.  As 

a result, the extended conceptual domain yields the related metaphor, WELL-

BEING IS HEALTH.  Lakoff and Johnson conclude that in the economics domain 

and from an ideological point of view, the pursuit of well-being translates to both 

a moral and political right to pursue the state of sustained well-being.  When out 

of alignment, through economic crisis or imbalance, there is not only an 

economic crisis but a moral one.  It is a macro-economic dilemma that threatens 

the very well-being of the entire society and its citizens as individuals.  The 

influence of this metaphor on the speech community is predictable and 

inevitable: a call to act.    

Similarly, in his critical analysis, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of 

the Human Sciences, Foucault refers to the use of body metaphors in the early 

economic treatises of the seventeenth century illustrating the intersection of 

metaphoric language, mercantilist ideology and the political economy of the time. 

Consider this excerpt in his description of money exchange as a signifier of 

Hobbesian mercantilist ideology from the Leviathan (italics are mine):  

According to Hobbes [28], the venous circulation of 
money is that of duties and taxes, which levy a certain 
mass of bullion upon all merchandise transported, 
bought, or sold; the bullion levied is conveyed to the 
heart of Man – Leviathan – in other words, into the 
coffers of the state.  It is there that the metal is ‘made 
vital’: the state can, in effect, melt it down or send it back 
into circulation. But at all events it is the state’s authority 
alone that can give it currency: and redistributed among 
private persons (in the form of pensions, salaries or 
enumeration for provisions bought by the state), it will 
stimulate, in its second, arterial circuit, exchanges of 
wealth, manufactures, and agriculture. Thus circulation 
becomes one of the fundamental categories of analysis. 
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But the transference of this physiological metaphor was 
made possible only by the more profound opening up of 
a space common to both money and signs, to both 
wealth and representations. The metaphor of the city and 
the body, so assiduously put to work in our Western 
culture, derived its imaginary powers only from the much 
deeper foundation of archeological necessities. 94   

 

Note how Foucault’s analysis exemplifies Friedrich’s approach.   Like Lakoff and 

Johnson’s example, Foucault’s excerpt is an apt illustration of Friedrich’s 

framework for analysis. He illustrates the interconnections of language, political 

economy and culture by explaining how the metaphoric mapping reinforces the 

ideology in the Western economic “linguaculture.”  His references to the 

embodied polysemes “heart,” “arterial,” “venous,” “circulation” in these contexts 

illustrate the conceptual metaphor mapping of “city and body.” Again, the 

language, the political economy and ideologies can be parsed from the original 

text in the Leviathan to disclose the embedded dynamics at work (e.g., “state’s 

authority alone to give currency”). 

Consider also the following stunning statements made by Lakoff in 1991 

regarding the Gulf War: 

Metaphors can kill. The discourse over whether to go 
to war in the gulf was a panorama of metaphor. 
Secretary of State Baker saw Saddam Hussein as 
‘sitting on our economic lifeline.’ President Bush 
portrayed him as having a "stranglehold" on our 
economy. General Schwarzkopf characterized the 
occupation of Kuwait as a "rape" that was ongoing. 
The President said that the US was in the gulf to 
"protect freedom, protect our future, and protect the 
innocent", and that we had to "push Saddam Hussein 
back." Saddam Hussein was painted as a Hitler. It is 

                                                           
 

94  Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences  
(London: Routledge, 2002) 194. 
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vital, literally vital, to understand just what role 
metaphorical thought played in bringing us in this 
war.95   

 
For Lakoff, it is without question that metaphor is a linguistic force with strong 

embedded ideologies capable of influencing a nation and mobilizing an army.  In 

this treatise, he makes the case powerfully that the Gulf War and the “well-being” 

of the U.S. economy are inextricably linked: 

Well-being is wealth. The general well-being of a state 
is understood in economic terms: its economic health. 
A serious threat to economic health can thus be seen 
as a death threat. To the extent that a nation's 
economy depends on foreign oil, that oil supply 
becomes a “lifeline” (reinforced by the image of an oil 
pipeline). 96 

 
Again we see the ideology, language and political economy coming to life in 

rhetorical fashion.  The interconnections of health and wealth conceptual 

domains tap into the power of embodied metaphors which we have seen have 

great emotive power.   

In a relevant study for this thesis, Boers and Demecheleer on English, 

Dutch, and French economic metaphors specifically analyzed the use of THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor.  They confirm the efficacy of the metaphor 

noting how the attributes associated with health are applied.  They write, “healthy 

people tend to be active and energetic. Consequently, a high level of activity is 

usually valued positively. Illness or injury typically undermines the patient’s 

energy and mobility.  Hence, immobility or low levels of activity are considered as 
                                                           

95 George Lakoff, “Metaphor and War: The Metaphor System Used to Justify War in the 
Gulf,” The Sixties Project: Viet Nam Generation Journal & Newsletter, Part I, 3.3, (1991), ed. Kalí 
Tal, 22 March 2010 <http://www2.iath.virginia.edu/sixties/HTML_docs/Texts/ Scholarly/Lakoff 
_Gulf_Metaphor_1.html>. 

 
96 Lakoff 1991. 

 

http://www2.iath.virginia.edu/sixties/HTML_docs/Texts/%20Scholarly/Lakoff%20_Gulf_Metaphor_1.html
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negative symptoms… As long as one is in good health, there is no need for 

medical treatment.  When one’s health breaks down, however, the illness has to 

be diagnosed and medical treatment prescribed…. If the treatment is successful, 

the patient will recover and be active again.” 97  Their analysis reveals the 

political economic view that only when the economy is inactive or in trouble, is 

there a need for government intervention.  Once “well” again, the treatment is 

considered a success.  While this metaphor appears across English, Dutch and 

French texts, they conclude that metaphors reveal cultural diversity and are 

“reflections of that community’s conventional patterns of thought and its 

prevailing ideologies (at that time).” 98    

Like Lakoff, Boers and Demechleer suggest “the inherent bias involved in 

metaphor can be exploited for purposes of persuasion.” 99  They believe 

preserved in the metaphorical map is an inference that neither a patient nor an 

economy can be blamed for its illness: “this may serve as a very convenient 

excuse for the government of a country suffering from depression or for private 

enterprises asking for injections of public capital.” 100  The metaphor THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT will be the focus of the analysis presented in Chapter 

4. 

                                                           
 

97 Frank Boers and Murielle Demecheleer, “Travellers, Patients and Warriors in English, 
Dutch and French Economic Discourse,” Revue Belge de Philology et d’Histoire  73 (1995): 685-
686. 

 
98  Boers and Demecheleer 673.  

 
99  Boers and Demecheleer 678.  

 
100 Boers and Demecheleer 686. 
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One last question remains in this research review: within a complex and 

highly integrated conceptual network such as economics, can a single lexeme, 

such as a polysemous word, spur action within a community?  Frank Boers, in a 

1997 study of metaphors specifically within the HEALTH and WEALTH domains 

of economics observes “metaphors can guide participants’ decision-making 

processes about socioeconomic issues.”  He continues, “this applies to 

conventional as well as creative figurative expressions.” 101   We can conclude 

from Boers’ analysis in this domain that not only are metaphors persuasive but 

their evolved form as polysemes can as well.   

Consider Susan Sontag’s monograph, Illness as Metaphor.  In this work, 

Sontag identified a critical link between metaphors used and judgments made by 

society.  Like Kleinman, she observes the impact language has in creating the 

patient’s view of “reality” in the world of medicine and disease.  Specifically, she 

describes the influence the word (and polyseme) “cancer” can have on patients 

of the disease.  She characterizes the word as “encumbered by the trappings of 

metaphor.” 102  “Cancer” carries a heavy cognitive freight, loaded by historic and 

etymological meaning that drives conscious human behavior.  She argues the 

use of the word itself changes the interaction between cancer patients and the 

health care system.  It raises perceptions of guilt and punishment. In rhetorical 

scenarios, we will see that “cancer” has a long history of damning language, a 

                                                           
 
101  Frank Boers, “’No Pain, No Gain’ in a Free Market Rhetoric: A Test for Cognitive 

Semantics?”  Metaphor and Symbol 12.4 (1997): 238.  
 
102  Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor and Aids and Its Metaphors (1978; New York: 

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1988) 5. 
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reflection of past cognitive maps that continue to this day.  

The research and theoretical models presented in this section are relevant 

to this thesis in order to effectively deconstruct the cognitive and linguistic 

dynamics underlying the conceptual blend, THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT 

metaphor. They also explain how polysemy carries cognitive freight from the 

culture in which it emerges that can be traced through diachronic analyses.   

In Chapter 4, we will consider how the polyseme “recover” emerged in the 

economic discourse over time and in what sociological and linguistic 

environments.  As the above examples attest, the ECONOMY IS A PATIENT 

metaphor can have immense rhetorical implications.  The cultural ideologies 

embedded in the metaphor and what semantic freight can be discerned from the 

polyseme, “recover” is linked to its ability persuade the speech community. 
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Chapter III 

Limitations of Synchronic Analysis 

 

Cognitive linguistics has a long tradition of synchronic analysis.103  With 

few exceptions, the primary analyses of semantics and specific lexemes in 

discourse have sought to understand the mental processes involved in language 

and meaning, metaphor generation and interpretation.  As a result, research 

focusing on metaphors has revealed valuable insight into the organizational 

structures of the mind and how language in discourse lays bare shared models of 

conceptualization.  Lackoff, Turner, Fauconnier and Johnson, early pioneers in 

metaphor research, focused much of their attention on reifying the theories of 

categorization, embodiment, encyclopedic knowledge and semantic fields.  Their 

work has expanded the field’s understanding of the cognitive and cultural 

underpinnings of language and provided evidence of universal processes 

governing human thought.   

However, many questions remain regarding meaning variations, the 

mechanics of semantic change, polysemy, metonymy and related linguistic 

forms. A purely synchronic view of these forms provides little insight into the 

genesis of semantic prototypes and how they evolve over time.  While we have 

since learned from Bowdle and Gentner that polysemy can result from 

metaphoric processes, without diachronic analysis it is virtually impossible to 

                                                           
103  Jan Nuyts, “Cognitive Linguistics and Functional Linguistics,”  The Oxford Handbook 

of Cognitive Linguistics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007) 550. 
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either research the source of semantic innovation or derive directionality of 

meaning extensions.  Synchronic analyses limit our ability to deconstruct the 

synergies between sociological influences and language shifts and theorize the 

influence both have on present linguistic forms. 

Joan Bybee writes,  

As language is viewed less as a structured, tight-knit system and 
more as a variable, negotiated set of social and cognitive 
behaviors, the importance of the study of language change 
increases.  Language change provides evidence for the nature of 
linguistic representation and processing, and thus provides a 
window on the synchronic mental representation and the forces that 
create grammar. Moreover, since all synchronic states are the 
result of a long chain of diachronic developments, the construction 
of complete explanations for linguistic structures requires attention 
to the diachronic dimension. 104   

 
There are a number of prominent examples where new ground-breaking 

insight is gained by taking a diachronic approach. In each case, diachronic 

analysis enables us to analyze the systemic structure of cognition.  Eve Sweetser 

has been an early adopter of diachronic analysis.  Her research illustrates 

patterns in polysemes revealing their metaphorical connections between 

semantic fields.  Andreas Blank 105  and Peter Koch are re-opening and raising 

the respectability of an old linguistic discussion about semasiology (study of 

meaning change) and onomasiology (study of the means of expression) using 

diachronic linguistic techniques.  Elizabeth Closs Traugott’s extensive research 

demonstrates the regularity of semantic change and the links between meaning 
                                                           

104  Joan Bybee, “Diachronic Linguistics,” The Oxford Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics, 
eds., Dirk Geeraerts and Herbert Cuyckens (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007) 945. 

 
105 Andreas Blank, “Words and Concepts in Time: Diachronic Cognitive Onomasiology,” 

Words in Time: Diachronic Semantics from Different Points of View, eds., Regine Eckardt, et al. 
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2003) 37-65. 
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and the speaker’s subjective belief state/attitude toward the proposition 

(subjectification). In her studies of polysemy, Traugott demonstrates empirically 

the theory that polysemes are informed by experience and can be lexicalized into 

conventional forms through continued use in specific contexts. She shows that 

polysemes experience accretion of meaning from their historical senses and 

exposes their potential to carrying historic as well as contemporary cognitive 

content.   Similarly, Geeraerts’ work in semantics and prototype theory reveals 

the causes of semantic change by analyzing case studies of individual linguistic 

forms diachronically.  His specific focus is polysemy. He writes, “one of the major 

things cognitive semantics is interested in is polysemy – and polysemy is, 

roughly, the synchronic reflection of diachronic-semantic change.  The interest of 

theoretical semanticists working within the framework of cognitive semantics in 

the study of meaning changes derives from their interest in polysemy, if only 

because the synchronic links that exists between the various senses of an item 

coincide with diachronic mechanisms of semantic extension such as metaphor 

and metonymy.” 106   

The limitations of synchronic linguistic analysis are apparent when 

considering the power of polysemes in discourse.  Recall the insights revealed by 

Marmiadou’s case of ‘psyche’ cited earlier in this paper. Marmiadou’s analysis 

would hardly be as rich if she had confined her work to contemporary contexts.  

As Bybee notes, “Mechanisms of change that create grammar are built into the 

language ability: they occur synchronically, as language is used. Thus 
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explanations for linguistic structure must make crucial reference to diachronic 

changes and the mechanisms that propel that change.” 107  Or, as McCloskey 

writes, “You have to have a direct grasp of the diachronic subject to have 

something to be synchronic about.” 108 

 

                                                           
107 Bybee 981. 
 
108 McCloskey (1998) 31. 
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Chapter IV 

Research Findings 

  

The following research is a diachronic examination of THE ECONOMY IS 

A PATIENT metaphor as it has occurred in economic discourse since its 

adoption in the English lexicon in Anglo-Norman form (circa 11th century).   

 

Organization of Research Findings 

The research findings trace the occurrences of the metaphor regressively 

in order to illustrate the historical evolution of the metaphor over time.  The data 

highlights specific examples of the word “recover” in their original contexts. 

These samples are grouped by the centuries in which they occur to underscore 

the macro-economic and historical settings in which the language was used.   

Recall that THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT is a conceptual blend 

emerging from the metaphor mapping between the source domain of HEALTH 

and the target domain, ECONOMY. The blend is a complex map deriving 

attributes from the larger anthropomorphic domain, THE ECONOMY IS AN 

ORGANISM.  The polysemes “recover” and “recovery” reside in the conceptual 

blend and share selected anthropomorphic attributes very specific to illness, 

remediation and return to wellness.  The excerpts are analyzed considering the 

metaphor’s network of conceptual domains, collocates and other linguistic 

rhetorical constructs.  
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The research includes brief analyses using Freidrich’s “linguaculture” 

framework (Language, Political Economy and Ideology) to deconstruct the 

metaphor at the given a period of time.  The framework is an apt tool to reveal 

the underlying ideology of the speaker.  

 

Findings Summary 

A diachronic analysis of the metaphor indicates that THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor emerged early in discourse and continues to be salient and 

relevant in spite of the evolving economic environments.  Similar rhetorical and 

linguistic patterns can be observed in the use of the metaphor, THE ECONOMY 

IS A PATIENT, in a variety of contexts.  Specifically, the metaphor arises in 

highly emotive narratives regardless of the author’s intent. For example, the 

metaphor is found in popular press, academic analyses and political speeches 

alike.  The metaphor is also consistently collocated with other lexical items from 

the health domain which primes the metaphor for interpretation as well as 

expanding the integrated conceptual network.   As a result, the metaphor is 

highly productive. In many cases the extended metaphors become 

conventionalized and polysemic within economic discourse (such as “heal,” 

“remedy,” and “cure”).   

In some cases, the polyseme’s dual meanings are ambiguous in context.  

That is, both the health and economic senses are meaningful.  In some 

instances, the speaker leverages the ambiguity (as a pun or idiom) to drive a 
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rhetorical effect. 109   

The diachronic analysis reveals the polyseme, “recover” and its 

nominalized form, “recovery” entered the English lexicon very early. Its 

etymology traces its roots to the Latin verb, “recuperare” meaning “to take back.”  

In comparison to its cognate “recuperate” the semantic evolution of “recovery” 

challenges our thinking about the unidirectional nature of source/target 

metaphorical mapping and semantic change.    

Using quantitative methods, the research also shows that the metaphor 

has retained its efficacy in economic discourse into modern contexts.  The data 

shows that metaphor emerges during times of economic stress or financial 

failure.   

 Linguistically, we find THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor is a 

highly complex conceptual blend derived from health, economic, life, well-being 

conceptual domains.  The blend derives attributes from extensions of the 

integrated conceptual network including the larger anthropomorphic domain, THE 

ECONOMY IS AN ORGANISM.  As a result, the metaphor has nearly a limitless 

amount of cognitive content from which to draw.  

Jonathan Gil Harris likens the health-economy conceptual blend to a 

double helix110 of mutually reinforcing semantic domains.  Harris’ DNA metaphor 

is very appropriate; the research suggests that the metaphor contains significant 

                                                           
109  See also Billig and MacMillan’s “Metaphor, Idiom and Ideology: the Search for ‘No 

Smoking Guns’ Across Time”; Goatly’s Washing the Brain: Metaphor and Hidden Ideology; 
Horn’s “Idioms, Metaphors and Syntactic Mobility”; and the Language Teaching Research article 
on idioms and etymology by Boers, et al.   
 

110 This effective metaphor for the health-economy conceptual blend was coined by 
Jonathan Gil Harris in his book, Sick Economies, which will be discussed in this chapter. 
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generational content or semantic freight preserved in the cognitive and cultural 

encyclopedic memory of the discourse speakers.  The research reveals a long 

history of the metaphor as a vehicle for invoking political calls of action to the 

dominant players in the society (either centralized government or the highly 

powerful financial institutions).  The calls request an intervention to restore 

economic stability. 

Freidrich’s “linguaculture” framework (Language, Political Economy and 

Ideology) enables us to deconstruct the metaphor at a given a period of time.  

The emergence of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT in times of financial tension 

reveals a political economic ideology deeply embedded in the psyche of Western 

society.  Freidrich’s framework reveals how the speakers make the most of the 

emotive power of the metaphor, including the polysemes, derived from the 

anthropomorphic health domain to evoke action of the speaking community. A 

diachronic analysis of the metaphor indicates that THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT has retained its salience and relevancy over time in spite of the 

evolving economic environments.  The polyseme “recover” and its nominalized 

form “recovery” has similarly retained its efficacy in economic discourse into 

modern contexts.    

 

The Twenty-first and Twentieth Centuries – The 2008 Economic Crisis and the 

Market Crash of 1929 

We saw earlier The Economist’s depiction of Ben Bernanke’s description 

of US economy as a “patient” suffering a near “heart attack” from “clogged” 
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“arteries.” 111   THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor was so powerful, an 

extension of the metaphor found its way into the Joint Economic Committee 

Research Report record filed by Congressman Jim Saxton when he wrote, 

“During the week of September 13-20, 2008, the United States confronted the 

worst global financial crisis in almost a century. Credit markets, which are the 

circulatory system of the U.S. economy, seized up.” 112  

The metaphor was significant in setting the tone and framing discussions 

about the crisis.  In an analysis of President Barack Obama’s speeches during 

his first hundred days, Joshua Scacco, while a graduate student at Georgetown 

University, cited a number of health metaphors in Obama’s language.  Scacco 

writes (italics are his),113 

Obama talks of the role of government (as a doctor) to 
“stem the spread of foreclosures and falling home 
values,” to “clean up the credit crisis that has severely 
weakened our financial system,” and to “quarantine” 
institutions that pose “a systemic risk that could bring 
down the financial system” (ARRA2-17-09; SOTN2-24-
09; EconPress3-24-09). What emerges here is an image 
of an active government-doctor role that aggressively 
treats, quarantines sick financial institutions, and acts 
“boldly and wisely” to not only stop the spreading crisis, 
but to reverse its effects (SOTN2-24-09).  

The president must, as the doctor-in-chief, give a 
prognosis and the effect that his policy treatments will 
have on the economic patient. “Recovery” becomes a 

                                                           
111 “America’s Bail-out Plan: The Doctors’ Bill,” The Economist, 25 Sep 2008, 10 March 

2010 <http://www.economist.com/business-finance/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_TNPDVSQG>.  
 
112 United States, Congress Joint Economic Committee, “Financial Meltdown and Policy 

Response: Research Report #110-25,”by Congressman Jim Saxton, September 2008, 25 April 
2010 <http://www.house.gov/jec/Research%20Reports/2008/rr110-25.pdf>.   
 

113 Scacco’s speeches cited in this excerpt are as follows: Remarks on the Economy & 
Executive Pay (EEP2-4-09); Remarks Upon Signing the American Recovery & Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA2-17-09); The State of the Nation: Address to a Joint Session of Congress (SOTN2-24-
09); More on the Economy: The Second Prime-Time Press Conference (EconPress3-24-09); 
Progress of the American Economy: Speech at Georgetown University (GU4-14-09). 

 

http://www.economist.com/business-finance/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_TNPDVSQG
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recurring word, in his speeches and the labeling of his 
“stimulus” legislation, The American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act. His stimulus is the equivalent of a 
shot-in-the-arm for the economy. Obama speaks of 
moving “this economy from recession to recovery, and 
ultimately to prosperity,” “long-term fiscal health,” the 
stimulus as “not merely a prescription for short-term 
spending,” and his desire to “heal our financial system” 
(EconPress3-24-09; SOTN2-24-09; EEP2-4-09; GU4-14-
09). Under media criticism in the early days of his 
administration for being economically “pessimistic,” the 
language of recovery is positive, forward looking, and 
engenders public confidence in the economy and 
Obama’s policies. 114 
 

Scacco’s observations illustrate the salience of the metaphor in Obama’s 

political rhetoric and its power to shape the ideology and collective thinking of a 

nation from the highest ranking official.   

Popular press released numerous books on the financial crisis. John R. 

Talbott’s Contagion: The Financial Epidemic That is Sweeping the Global 

Economy and How to Protect Yourself From It, leverages THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor extensively. Talbott’s use of the metaphor is set in context 

with the notion that the economic crisis is predicated on a contagious illness of 

greed on a national and global scale.  The contagion has disabled the economy 

and a remedy is clearly called for to mitigate its further spread. Note how Talbott 

weaves the metaphor and the polyseme “recover” in the short excerpt below: 

So it is important to understand the underlying 
health of the U.S. economy to see just how well 
positioned it is to take this housing hit. If the housing 
crisis causes the expected global recession, it might also 

                                                           
114  Joshua Scacco, “Shaping Economic Reality: A Critical Metaphor Analysis of 

President Barack Obama’s Economic Language During His First 100 Days,” Gnovis Journal, ed. 
Lydia Kelow-Bennett, Georgetown University 10.1 (2009) Web 14 January 2011. 
<http://gnovisjournal.org/journal/volume-10/fall>.  

 

 

http://gnovisjournal.org/journal/volume-10/fall
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further damage the U.S.’s financial position so that it 
makes the recovery more distant into the future, 
 The U.S. government is an important player in 
containing the housing crisis, preventing the contagion to 
other asset classes and other markets and, hopefully, 
ending this financial crisis. 115 

 
Talbott’s call to action is directed to the U.S. government to “treat” the economy 

and stem the contagion. As we will see later in this chapter, his metaphor of a 

financial epidemic emerged centuries before.  

During the timeframe between Bernanke’s meeting with Congress and the 

end of 2009, a period less than 18 months, the polyseme, “recovery,” surged in 

use.  Brigham Young University’s Corpus of Contemporary American English 

(COCA) 116 illustrates this phenomenon in Figure 2:    

 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  COCA occurrences of “recover” over time.  The graph illustrates 

the frequency of occurrences of the word “recover” and its cognates (such 
as “recovery,” “recovering,” etc.) in the COCA corpus. <http://www. 
americancorpus.org/>. 

 
 
 
The tokens represented in the graph represented in Figure 2 are tallied only if 

collocated with strings related to the “economy.”   The data reveal the word’s 
                                                           

115  John R. Talbott, Contagion (Hoboken, NJ, John Wiley & Sons, 2009) 72.  
 
116 Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) Brigham Young University, ed. 

Mark Davies, 11 April 2011 <http://www.americancorpus.org/>.  
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frequency increased sharply in total of all forms i.e., spoken, fiction, magazine, 

newspaper as well as academic literature, between 2005-9 timeframe and 2010-

2011, the years immediately following the 2008 market crisis.  

Similarly, the Google Trends 117 tool, which illustrates Internet search and 

News reference volume, corroborates these data.  The graph in Figure 3 

demonstrates the frequencies for the string, “economic recovery”: 

 

 

Figure 3.  Google Trends data for “economic recovery.” This graphic 
represents Google Trends search results for text string, “economic 
recovery.” <http://www.google.com/trends>.   

 
 
 
Note the spike in Google search volume for the term “economic recovery” just 

following the market crisis in the second half of 2008 and early first quarter of 

2009.  This was a time of significant market volatility and public anxiety over the 

state of the global financial environment.   

                                                           
117 Google Trends, Google, Inc., Mountain View, CA, 11 April 2011 

<http://www.google.com/trends>. 

 

http://www.google.com/trends
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The next graph represents Google Trends results for text string “financial 

recovery”: 

 
 

 

Figure 4.  Google Trends data for “financial recovery.” This graphic 
represents Google Trends search results for text string, “financial 
recovery. ” <http://www.google.com/trends>. 

 
 
 

The frequency of “recovery” in the economic domain remains at relatively 

high levels at the time of this writing. Notably, the world economy has yet to be 

restored to pre-2008 levels.  While not statistically correlated, the data does 

suggest an increase in the use of the term (collocated with terms such as 

“economic” and “financial”) during the 2008 market crisis and the subsequent 

years. 

By contrast, the metaphor used in popular press immediately following the 

market crash of 1929 was of a “violent storm” rather than a “sick patient.”  
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Observe the storm metaphor in the following excerpts (italics are mine 

throughout the following section): 

With speculative nerves rubbed raw under the persistent 
hammering of bearish traders, a renewed wave of public 
liquidation swept over the stock market yesterday… The 
World, October 20, 1929.118 
 
After the stock market had come crashing down again in 
a veritable deluge of forced and hysterical liquidation… 
The World, October 29, 1929.119 
 
the second hurricane of liquidation… the storm has now 
blown itself out. New York Times, October 29, 1929.120 
 
The Wall Street tornado, although this country was very 
slightly affected directly, has had a serious indirect effect 
on the Bourse and now on industry in general. The 
Economist, November 9, 1929.121 

 

“Recover” or “recovery” occurs infrequently in the writings of the time.  It is not 

until later in the Depression that we find references to “recovery” in the press.  

The word “recovery” begins to emerge following years of sustained financial 

stress after the Market Crash of 1929.  Again, the Brigham Young corpus data 

illustrate the rise in the frequency of the word “recover” and its cognates during 

the financial crisis.   

The analysis in Figure 5 draws historical data from the Corpus of Historical 

                                                           
118 “American Experience: The Crash of 1929: Primary Resources: Headlines,” Public 

Broadcasting Service (PBS), 24 Feb 2010 <http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/ 
features/primary-resources/crash-headlines/>.  

 
119 “American Experience: The Crash” <http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/ 

features/primary-resources/crash-headlines/>. 
 
120 Floyd Norris, “Looking Back at the Crash of ’29,” The New York Times on the Web 

1999, 24 Feb 2010 <http://partners.nytimes.com/library/financial/index-1929-crash.html>. 
 
121 “France, Politics, Budget, Wall Street Repercussions, Money,” The Economist  9 

November 1929. 
 

 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/%20features/primary-resources/crash-headlines/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/%20features/primary-resources/crash-headlines/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/%20features/primary-resources/crash-headlines/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/%20features/primary-resources/crash-headlines/
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American English (COHA).122 
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Figure 5.  COHA data for collocated occurrences of “recovery” and 

“economy.” This graph reflects only occurrences of “recover” when 
collocated with forms of “economy.” <http://www.corpus.byu.edu/coha/>. 

 
 
 

In Figure 5, note the significant increase in the frequency from 1556 

tokens per million words during the 1920 decade to 2358 tokens in the 1930 

decade, the era of the Depression.  The word also rose in use during the 1980’s, 

a time when there were a series of financial crises including the savings and loan 

crisis and the Market Crash of 1987.  Note that the frequency of the word fell 

during the decades that followed the crises, only to spike again in use when the 

economy is under stress. These data suggest there is a notable rise in use of the 

word “recovery” during the times of financial crisis.  

In Irving Fisher’s 1933 article in Econometrica, we see a new attestation of 

THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor.  Irving writes about the lax U.S. 

government policy during the Depression and accuses the leaders of allowing the 

economy to come close to a metaphorical death: 

                                                           
122  Corpus of Historical American English (COHA) Brigham Young University, ed. Mark 

Davies, 20 April 2011 <http://www.corpus.byu.edu/coha/>. 

 

http://www.corpus.byu.edu/coha/
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 If even then our rulers should still have insisted on 
‘leaving recovery to nature’ and should still have refused 
to inflate in any way, should vainly have tried to balance 
the budget and discharge more government employees, 
to raise taxes, to float, or try to float, more loans, they 
would have ceased to be our rulers.  For we would have 
insolvency of our national government itself, and 
probably some form of political revolution without waiting 
for the next legal election. The mid-west farmers had 
already begun to defy the law.  
 If all this is true, it would be as silly and immoral to 
‘let nature take her course’ as for a physician to neglect a 
case of pneumonia. It would also be a libel on economic 
science, which has it therapeutics as truly as medical 
science.  
 If reflation can now so easily and quickly reverse 
the deadly down-swing of deflation after nearly four 
years, when it was gathering increased momentum, it 
would have been easier, and at any time, to have 
stopped it earlier. In fact, under President Hoover, 
recovery was apparently well started by the Deferral 
Resource open-market purchase, which revived prices 
and business from May to September 1932.  The efforts 
were not kept up and recovery was stopped by various 
circumstances, including the political ‘campaign of fear.’  
 It would have been still easier to have prevented 
the depression almost altogether. In fact, in my opinion, 
this would have been done had Governor Strong of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York loved, or had his 
policies been embraced by other banks and the Federal 
Reserve Board and pursue consistently after his death. In 
that case, there would have been nothing worse than the 
first crash.  We would have had the debt disease, but not 
the dollar disease – the bad cold but not pneumonia. 123 
 

Note the emergence of “recovery” in the first line and the references to the 

government as the neglectful “physician.”  Irving’s language reveals his ideology 

of central government oversight as a means to prevent severe swings in the 

economy’s health and to avert market crashes.   

                                                           
123 Irving Fisher, “The Debt-Deflation Theory of Great Depressions,” Econometrica: 

Journal of the Econometric Society 1.4 (October, 1933): 347. 
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Similarly, John Maynard Keynes, in reflecting on the protraction of the 

Depression, writes a retrospective view of the expanding economy prior to the 

Crash. Like Irving, he advocates a more vigilant monitoring of the economy and 

sensible intervention. However, he injects THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT 

metaphor in warning that the wrong intervention or metaphorical remedy to 

prevent economic disaster can have deleterious effects if too extreme (italics are 

mine): 

Correct foresight would have brought down the marginal 
efficiency of capital to an unprecedentedly low figure;  so 
that the ‘boom’ could not have continued on a sound 
basis except with a very low long-term rate of interest, 
and an avoidance of misdirected investment in the 
particular directions which were in danger of being over-
exploited.  In fact, the rate of interest was high enough to 
deter new investment except in those particular directions 
which were under the influence of speculative excitement 
and, therefore, in special danger of being over-exploited; 
and a rate of interest, high enough to overcome the 
speculative excitement, would have checked, at the 
same time, every kind of reasonable new investment.  
Thus an increase in the rate of interest, as a remedy for 
the state of affairs arising out of a prolonged period of 
abnormally heavy new investment, belongs to the 
species of remedy which cures the disease by killing the 
patient. 124 
 

Keynes uses “recovery” a total of eleven times in the treatise.  In each instance 

“recovery” is collocated with other polysemes from the health-economic blended 

conceptual domain (e.g., slump, weakening, collapse, chronic condition, sagging, 

aid, remedy, relief). Note the example below: 

If a reduction in the rate of interest was capable of 
proving an effective remedy by itself; it might be possible 

                                                           
124 John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money 1936 

(New York: Classic Books America, 2009) 277. 
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to achieve a recovery without the elapse of any 
considerable interval of time and by means more or less 
directly under the control of the monetary authority. But, 
in fact, this is not usually the case; and it is not so easy to 
revive the marginal efficiency of capital, determined, as it 
is, by the uncontrollable and disobedient psychology of 
the business world. It is the return of confidence, to 
speak in ordinary language, which is so insusceptible to 
control in an economy of individualistic capitalism. This is 
the aspect of the slump which bankers and business men 
have been right in emphasizing, and which the 
economists who have put their faith in a ‘purely monetary’ 
remedy have underestimated. 125 

 
True to his ideology of free-market capitalism, Keynes warns of overtreating the 

patient through heavily centralized monetary involvement.   

 As we have seen, the above analysis of the polyseme “recovery” suggests 

that THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor appears to increase during times 

of significant economic pressure.  This would suggest that the metaphor is highly 

effective in this environment.  While this finding is notable, using Friedrich’s 

framework can provide further insight to its prominence in discourse during these 

financial crises.  For example, why should the metaphor not appear at the onset 

of the 1929 Market Crash but emerge later as the Depression wore on?  What 

cognitive domains underlie the metaphor of an economic storm? And, does the 

fact that Bernanke found the ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor appropriate for 

his message to Congress eighty years later have any significance to this 

analysis?   

 A close analysis of the texts provided above reveal two common political 

ideologies in U.S. economics in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries: 1) the 

free market concept which believes the economy operates and grows under 
                                                           

125  Keynes 271. 
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natural and self-regulating means has a boundary beyond which it will collapse,  

2)  there is a moral and social underpinning to ensure that, when the economy 

can not regulate its self-control and edges dangerously close to that boundary, 

an intervention by central government is required to correct the situation 

immediately.  Unlike the “storm” metaphor, which brings the cognitive attributes 

of an “outside force,” “beyond one’s control” and “temporary danger that will 

pass,” the metaphor, THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT, evokes a human sense of 

urgency to act from attributes in the health domain.  Lakoff, Boers and Charteris-

Black acknowledge that the Western economies we study are active in a culture 

where “fitness” and “self-discipline” are highly regarded. It is not surprising, then, 

that the political economy reflects the ideology of self-restraint, which, when not 

in force, threatens the survival of the society. There is an urgency to act.  

Bernanke espouses this ideology as evidenced by his use of the metaphor during 

the 2008 crisis.  THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor has maintained its 

relevancy throughout the recent economic crises and from prior financial 

calamities as the following data reveals.   

 
 

Nineteenth – late Eighteenth Century Contexts 

 Texts from the nineteenth century contain rich examples of THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT during the financial strains of the time.  An entry in an 

1891 “The Economic Journal” reads with a tone eerily reminiscent of the 2008 

economic crisis and similar fall of the financial institution, Lehman Brothers:  “The 

year 1890 will be remembered as the year in which the great house of Baring 
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Brothers and Co. collapsed.” 126  Note THE ECONOMY AS A PATIENT 

metaphor and the use of the dead metaphor “recovery” (italics and underline are 

mine): 

The Stock Exchange opened with a feeling of unusual 
uneasiness… This feeling of vague terror became much 
more precise on Wednesday… The crisis once over the 
money market rapidly became very easy, and a 
recovery127 took place on the Stock Exchange, o
the repurchase by operator for the fall of par of the stock 
sold by them in view of a highly probable catastrophe 128

wing to 

.  

                                                          

 
The market collapse of 1890 in London was precipitated by the default of a loan 

issued to Argentina years earlier.  Following a revolution in Argentina, the loan 

default created significant panic in the Bank. In the text, the anonymous writer 

critiques the Baring Brothers for not taking the necessary precautions and 

discipline in underwriting the loan. Other banks had followed Baring Brothers’ 

lead and similarly invested in the country assuming Baring had conducted a 

rigorous analysis of the risks.  They are not alone in the blame, the writer 

comments, noting that the British economic policy enabled such risky behavior. 

He writes, 

The banks have got thoroughly into the habit of regarding 
the amount of the reserve of the Bank of England as of no 
importance, although it is the sole fund in existence to 
enable them to meet their liabilities if called upon. They 
fully believe that, if the worst comes to the worst, the Bank 

 
126 “The Crisis of 1890,” The Economic Journal 1.1 (March 1891): 192.   
 
127 Note the semantic ambiguity of ‘recovery’ in this text; it is unclear whether the 

metaphor is being used in the financial/economic sense or has continued the health sense from 
the prior paragraph. We will see this phenomenon again in other excerpts using ‘recover’ in 
economic discourse. 

 
128 “The Crisis of 1890” 194-195.  
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will not be allowed to fail,129 as an ordinary bank would fail 
if the whole of its cash were gone, and the experience of 
more than one commercial crisis has shown that this 
calculation is a safe one, and has consequently 
encouraged the banks to adhere to their present 
dangerous practice. 130   
 

Following Baring Brothers’ collapse and its ripple effect on other banks in 

the British system, foreign funds were infused to stabilize the economy and avert 

subsequent panic.  In describing the stabilization, the writer introduces the word 

“recovery” to describe the resulting return to normalcy.  The writer explicitly 

states that action of this kind is necessary due to the severity of the situation and 

the impact it would have on the entire banking system.  Reeling from the Baring 

example, the writer exhorts in closing, “This is not a thoroughly healthy state of 

things.” 131   

Like the twentieth century examples, the Baring excerpts provide another 

example of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor emerging following a 

harrowing crisis in the financial system.  Again we see, the term, “recovery,” 

found within the context of an intervention designed to correct a dire situation.  

And, once again, “recovery” is collocated with words from the health domain, i.e., 

“not thoroughly a healthy state of things.”  As noted earlier, “recovery” is a 

                                                           
 
129  Note the similarity of this language to the “too big to fail” phrase from the 2008 

financial crisis.  While written in 2004, the seminal book, Too Big to Fail: The Hazards of Bank 
Bailouts by Gary Stern, Ron Feldman and Paul Volcker solidified the phrase and became 
entrenched in 2008 (so frequently used, it was often shortened to “TBTF”). This was epitomized 
by the award-winning book, Too Big to Fail: The Inside Story of How Wall Street and Washington 
Fought to Save the Financial System – and Themselves, by Andrew Ross Sorkin published in 
2009.   

 
130 “The Crisis of 1890” 193. 
 
131 “The Crisis of 1890” 196. 
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conventional metaphor.  The word can be interpreted in either the health domain 

or in the financial domain.  In the excerpt above, we are unclear which sense is 

intended.  However, this ambiguity can be an effective rhetorical device.  In either 

sense, the effect is dramatic and emotive.  The writer conveys an underlying 

ideology through this seemingly dead metaphor.  Clearly, he declares the 

government has a role in maintaining the safety of securities.  In a culture of free 

markets, good economic public policy should enable good behaviors that prevent 

similar crises and “threatened panic.” 132   By contrast, when bad policy is 

instituted as in the given example of the Bankruptcy Act of 1883 (where insolvent 

firms can continue to conduct business), the “state of things” becomes unhealthy. 

The economy, in effect, requires an intervention to stabilize and return to health.  

If left on its own, the author is warning, the outcome would be disastrous. The 

treatise using THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor is a rhetorical call for 

help.  

Mathew Carey was a prolific American writer of economic treatises in the 

late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century.  Born in Ireland, Carey moved to 

Philadelphia to open a printing shop and newspaper.  He had immediate access 

to virtually unlimited printing resources.  Carey composed a series of economic 

analyses advocating an ideology that supported central banking for the new 

country’s fledgling economy.  His use of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT 

metaphor was most vibrant in his Essays in Banking written in 1816.  Carey’s 

book was written in response to the economic depression following the War of 

                                                           
132 “The Crisis of 1890” 195. 
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1812.  Critical of banks who misuse their power by controlling and manipulating 

funds at their discretion, Carey applied numerous health-related metaphors to his 

rhetoric.  Note the use of “recovery” in the excerpts from his “Essays on Banking” 

(italics and underline are mine): 133 

And the commercial world now appears to be in a 
convalescent state.  But it will require a long period, to 
recover the vigour, and tone, and elasticity which were 
destroyed by the depleting system so long pursued. (vii) 

 
And I confess such an epidemic appears to me to prevail 
at present.  There is one proof, cogent and irresistible. It 
is, that the boards of directors of the Banks, sober, grave, 
and many of them intelligent and estimable men, are 
tampering with, and trying a depletory system on, 
patients, already exhausted by phlebotomy, and who only 
require a liberal and generous treatment, to restore them 
to perfect sanity. (xii) 

 
It is obvious, as I have stated, that these subjects affect 
deeply and vitally the interest, mediately or immediately, 
not merely of the trading part of the community, but of the 
whole mass of our citizens, and even of a great portion of 
the State, of which Philadelphia is the heart.  It is 
impossible that the heart can be materially disordered 
without the extremities partaking of the ailment. (14) 

 
Whether the Directors of the banks were the first to feel 
the terror, or were infected by with disorder from abroad, 
I cannot discover.  Suffice it to say, that the panic was 
sensibly felt at the boards: and the necessity of applying 
an immediate and powerful remedy, was insisted on and 
appeared to be admitted as incontrovertible. (29) 

 
But unfortunately a determination was formed to apply a 
violent remedy to a disorder, whose existence to any 
considerable extent was not clearly established, and 
which a mild regimen would have radically removed in a 
short space of time. (31) 

 
Unfortunately the remedy to which recourse was had, 

                                                           
133  Mathew Carey, Essays on Banking (Philadelphia, 1816). 
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was curtailment.  How much more reasonable, and 
sound, and worthy of enlightened men, deserving to be 
entrusted with banking establishments, would it have 
been, to have sold a large portion of this extravagant 
amount of stock, and thus absorbed the superabundant 
bank notes.”  This would have averted the stroke which 
that fatal measure gave to the hopes and prospects of its 
citizens – and to the commerce and prosperity of the city. 
(75) 

 
That had the banks sold the whole or chief part of this 
stock, the awful depreciation of property – the paralysis 
of industry – the stagnation of trade, commerce and 
manufactures – which have arisen from the injudicious 
measures of curtailment, would have been avoided. (89)  

 
The banks may on this subject derive a useful lesson 
from the case recorded of a man, who, when in a high 
state of health, was desirous of improving his 
constitution, and put himself into the hands of a quack 
doctor, who soon closed his career.  The dying man 
ordered for his tombstone the following admonitory 
epitaph: “I was well. I would be better.  Here I am.”  (132) 

 
Carey’s use of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor found its way into a 

number of publically delivered speeches.  In his “Address Delivered Before the 

Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture on the Twentieth of July, 1824,” 

we see Carey’s metaphor most clearly (italics and underlines are mine): 

 Nothing is so pernicious to a patient, whether a 
nation or an individual, when labouring over serious 
disorders, than a belief of the existence of robust health 
– and the more morbid the state, the greater the danger 
of the error. This point, therefore, demands a severe 
scrutiny, which, although an ungracious office, I venture 
to undertake, because a serious conviction of disorder 
is a necessary preliminary to the application of any 
remedies. 134   
 

THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor is used so frequently in his 

                                                           
134  Mathew Carey, “Address Delivered Before the Philadelphia Society for Promoting 

Agriculture on the Twentieth of July, 1824”, Hume Tracts  (1827): 23  JSTOR Accessed 13 June 
2010. 
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treatises that it suggests he found it not only an apt portrayal of the economy, but 

also conveyed his ideological message well.  The metaphor is found most 

regularly in his chastisement of his adopted country for the conditions of those 

living in poverty.  His use of the metaphor illustrates the profound connection 

between employment, financial sustainability and health. He writes, “Every 

individual industriously employed, in a useful occupation, has an indisputable 

claim to healthful and comfortable support.” 135  He extends the metaphor to the 

economy at large, writing: “This state of things calls for a remedy whereby 

burdens, the benefits of which are enjoyed by all, should be more equally 

distributed.” 136 

In each these instances, Carey uses the metaphor in the context of a 

financial crisis. The young nation faced numerous financial crises following the 

War of Independence and the War of 1812. Carey’s most productive writings 

came at times that roused his disgust and rage against the established banking 

system and wealthy elite.  His use of the anthropomorphic metaphor for the 

financial system bridges the social and the moral conscience with economic 

domain.  In the midst of the Depression of 1819, he writes of recommendations 

to reduce imports to restart local economies in emphatic metaphoric language:  

To depend on this salutary effect being produced by the 
restorations of the spirit of economy which is to result from 
general distress, or from the forbearance of our merchants to 
import, is to allow a violent fever to rage in the body politic, 
and exhaust itself, or the national strength, without the 

                                                           
 

135 Mathew Carey, “Essays on the Public Charities of Philadelphia,” Hume Tracts (1829): 
viii. 

  
136 Carey viii. 
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application of any remedy to arrest its destructive career. 137 
 

Later, in his search for the root cause for the economic collapse he writes,  

Several causes, we found, had combined to produce this 
calamitous result.  The prosperity of the country had 
engendered a spirit of extravagance - and the inordinate 
spirit of banking, carried in many cases to a most 
culpable excess, had done much mischief. But the great 
paramount evil, in comparison with which all the rest sink 
into insignificance, is the immoderate extent of our 
importations, whereby we are involved in debts, for which 
our produce, at the highest prices, would have been 
inadequate to pay; and their great recent reduction, of 
course, increased our disabilities. The evils arising from 
other sources would have gradually cured themselves – 
or involved in ruin only deluded parties. Whereas the loss 
of our industry, the drain of our specie, and the 
consequent impoverishment of our country, affect all 
classes of citizens, the economical and the extravagant – 
the labourer, the artisan, the cultivator of the soil, as well 
as the landholder, the manufacturer, the trader and the 
merchant. 
 
 On the most mature consideration we have given 
the subject, we are persuaded that the only radical 
remedy for those evils is to limit the importation of such 
articles as we can manufacture ourselves, and thus 
foster our domestic industry.  Other measures may be 
adopted to co-operate and aid in this great work.  But 
without the grand restorative of ‘buying less than we sell,’ 
which a proper tariff alone can effect (sic), they will 
operate as mere palliatives of an evil whose immense 
extent and magnitude require prompt and decisive 
remedies. All our efforts have been directed to convince 
our fellow citizens of this truth, so important to their 
virtue, their happiness, their independence. 
  
 “We warmly recommend associations throughout the 
county to carry its salutary objects into operation, and 
thus arrest the impoverishment of our citizens.  Should 
they be general – should the plan proposed be faithfully 
adhered to, and the tariff be properly modified – the thick 
clouds that environ our horizon will disappear – the sun 

                                                           
137 Mathew Carey, et al, Addresses of the Philadelphia Society for the Promotion of 

National Industry (Philadelphia: James Maxwell Publisher, 1820): 79. 
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of prosperity will again shine on us – we shall recover 
from our disastrous situation – and only remember our 
sufferings to warn to avoid the fatal source, a false and 
mistaken policy, from whence they burst forth on us with 
destructive violence. 
 
Delaware claims the high honour of having first adopted 
the federal constitution.  It will be another just cause of 
pride, that she has taken the lead on this occasion, more 
particularly should the sound views she has given of the 
causes of our distresses, and the excellent remedies she 
has prescribed, lead to their radical cure. 138    

 
Carey’s use of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor reflects his moral 

judgment that excess spending and the taking on of debt has brought the country 

in need of a cure.  His language echoes language from his first published work in 

the United States in 1793, a personal account of the Yellow Fever epidemic in 

Philadelphia.139  He opens his narrative with a brief portrayal of the ebullient 

Philadelphia economy prior to the onset of the epidemic.  Within a matter of 

weeks, he notes how dramatically the Philadelphia citizens are now suffering 

both physically and economically.  Following a painfully detailed account of 

Yellow Fever symptoms, illness and deaths in the text, THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor is used most fittingly in its blended conceptual form (italics 

and underlines are mine):  

Business, therefore, has languished in many parts of the 
union, and it is probable, that, considering the matter 
merely in a commercial point of light, the shock caused 
by the fever, has been felt far to the south and west of 
this State. 140 
 

                                                           
138 Mathew Carey, et al. 97-98. 
 
139 Mathew Carey, Short Account of the Malignant Fever which Prevailed in Philadelphia, 

1793 (Philadelphia, 1793). 
 

140  Mathew Carey, 1793. 
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Carey uses the word “recover” twenty-five times in this short piece of only 

forty thousand words.  All occurrences are used solely in a health context.  The 

economy had not yet fully returned to its prior state at the time of his writing. 

A careful analysis of Carey’s opening paragraph to the “State of 

Philadelphia previous to the appearance of the Malignant Fever” is more than a 

literary device to illustrate a contrast between the environment before and after 

the Yellow Fever outbreak.  Jennifer Baker believes Carey’s opening is actually a 

rhetorical opinion piece opportunistically positioned to suggest the epidemic was 

a form of God’s retribution for Philadelphia’s overindulgence and pride.  She 

writes, 

Mathew Carey’s famous chronicle of the 1793 yellow 
fever opens with a telling indictment of the city’s financial 
overreaching… Carey wonders, hesitantly, if the plague 
was not, in fact divine punishment for the city’s bloated 
economy: ‘And although it were presumption to attempt 
to scan the decrees of heaven, yet few, I believe, will 
pretend to deny, that something was wanting to humble 
the pride of a city, which was running on in full canter, to 
the goals of prodigality and dissipation.’  Carey considers 
the prevailing medical theories about the plague’s origins, 
but here he cannot resist assigning providential 
significance to the fact that credit-based expansion was 
leveled by catastrophe. 141  

 
Baker argues that Carey’s text reveals a prevailing ideology that ties a moral 

“cause and effect” connection between the yellow fever epidemic and the crisis in 

the Philadelphian economy.  The result is an effective metaphor that carries an 

old yet prevalent view that excess invokes God’s punishment.  In a culture of 

expanding prosperity and growing demand for foreign trade, the notion that the 

                                                           
141 Jennifer J. Baker, Securing the Commonwealth (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 

Press, 2005) 119. 
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epidemic was caused by the influx of goods through Philadelphia’s docks was 

too fitting for Carey to resist.  His ideology was simple: restrain from purchasing 

foreign luxury goods while the poor at home suffer financially. 142 

The economic crisis spurred by the Yellow Fever epidemic in Philadelphia 

was followed by additional monetary crises, thus giving Mathew Carey a lifetime 

of material for his essays.  He easily found efficacy for THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor from his early experience in 1793.   

While Carey’s work was predominantly economic in focus, Jennifer Baker 

is quick to point out that many other writers of the time took THE ECONOMY IS 

A PATIENT metaphor to a higher, more explicitly allegorical form in fiction and 

plays.  Baker explores Charles Brockden Brown’s fictional work, “Arthur Mervyn,” 

which also uses the Yellow Fever epidemic as a literary device to “make a 

dramatic statement about the potentially toxic effects of burgeoning commerce 

on the city’s moral fiber.” 143  

While some ideologies, like Brockden Brown’s, were rooted in moral post-

Puritan era beliefs, merchants and businessmen wrote their exposés with a 

simple and genuine concern for the poor among them.  Consider the following 

excerpt from Patrick Colquhoun’s 1806 “A Treatise on Indigence: Exhibiting a 
                                                           

142 For an in-depth analysis of the interconnection of health, economic and religious 
metaphors in Biblical texts, consider Seong-Hyuk Hong’s The Metaphor or Illness and Healing in 
Hosea and Its Significance in the Socio-Economic Context of Eighth-Century Israel and Judah. 
(New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2006): 148.  While out of the scope of this thesis, Hong’s 
analysis points to metaphors in the Bible’s book of Hosea that connect health, and socio-
economic metaphors in the context of morality and religiousity. Hong writes, “the foreign nature of 
monarchy in Hosea’s eyes is characterized by commercialization and internationalization through 
foreign alliances, centralization of political and economic power to maximize the leaders’ profits at 
the cost of ordinary subjects….” These themes are reminiscent of seventeenth and eighteenth 
century the mercantilists.  

 
143 Baker 120. 
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General view of the National Resources for Productive Labour Propositions for 

Ameliorating the Condition of the Poor by Regulations of Political Economy” and 

observe the polysemy of “recover” and “recovery” in the text (italics and 

underlines are mine):  

Here, indeed, the pauper cannot be removed until his 
recovery from sickness, and the expense incurred during 
this interval is to be refunded by the parish where he is 
legally settled; but in order to recover this expense the 
object of it must be actually removed, although 
sufficiently recovered 144 to result his labour, and when 
so removed he must never again return to the parish 
where he was in a situation to gain a subsistence, on 
pain for being treated as a rogue and vagabond. 
 This is the individual punished and the country 
deprived of his labour, where it was most wanted and 
could be rendered the most productive: -- for what 
cause? merely because debility and distress came upon 
him for a time, requiring temporary relief, which, however, 
by the act could not be recovered from his own parish, 
until the additional expense was incurred of removing his 
as a pauper.  Surely this never could have been the 
intention of the legislature.  After the individual ceased to 
be chargeable, the money advanced as a temporary 
relief, could have been recovered without making it a 
necessary condition that he should be actually removed.  
This act, while it extends a privilege to the labouring 
people during health, imposed the greatest of hardships 
upon them in the event of sickness requiring temporary 
relief. 145   
 

This text illustrates unique characteristics of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT 

metaphor.  In this example, “recover” is used in the same paragraph as “dead” 

metaphors in two conceptual domains, financial and health, with no apparent 

                                                           
144  Note the ambiguity of the word “recovered” in this sentence. 
 
145 Patrick Colquhoun, “A Treatise on Indigence: Exhibiting a General View of the 

National Resources for Productive Labour Propositions for Ameliorating the Condition of the Poor 
by Regulations of Political Economy,” Bristol Selected Pamphlet (London, 1806) 214. 
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ambiguity for the reader.    How does the reader disambiguate the multiple 

senses when the context is inadequate in providing clues?  Recall Williams’ 

research which reveals that, in processing polysemes, the multiple senses are 

activated simultaneously in cognition.  As in this case of the pauper recovering 

from illness and recovering his livelihood, Williams’ research suggests that in the 

encyclopedic knowledge, both health and economic domains are processing.  As 

partners in this discourse, the domains remain active and effective.  The 

metaphor is both cognitively salient and rhetorically robust.  

 

Eighteenth-and-Seventeenth-Century Contexts 

The eighteenth century saw a proliferation of THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor as new economic treatises met the needs of the expanding 

world view.  In the United States, leaders found their democratic ideologies 

challenged by the troubled economy following the War of Independence and the 

new governance structure of the new nation.  The most notable composition is 

Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations written in 1776.  Smith’s language is clear, 

concise and to the point.  So, when he uses metaphors in his treatise, it is safe to 

assume it is not for literary value but to serve a pragmatic purpose. Smith does 

employ THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor as an efficient tool to explain 

his ideology.  Note how he leverages the polysemy of the “body politic” and 

“disease” as an effective trope (all italics and underlines in this section are mine): 

This frugality and good conduct, however, is, upon most 
occasions, it appears from experience, sufficient to 
compensate, not only the private prodigality and 
misconduct of individuals, but the public extravagance of 
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government. The uniform, constant, and uninterrupted 
effort of every man to better his condition, the principle 
from which public and national, as well as private 
opulence is originally derived, is frequently powerful 
enough to maintain the natural progress of things 
towards improvement, in spite both of the extravagance 
of government, and of the greatest errors of 
administration. Like the unknown principle of animal life, 
it frequently restores health and vigour to the constitution, 
in spite not only of the disease, but of the absurd 
prescriptions of the doctor. 146 

 
His ideology is equally clear:  “absurd prescriptions of the doctor” can disrupt the 

self-correcting nature of his free market economy.  There is no call to action.  No 

plea for a governing physician to intervene and assist the patient.  No use of the 

word, “recovery.”  He states his case for laissez-faire trade policy by extending 

THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT as well:  

The monopoly of the colony trade, besides, by forcing 
towards it a much greater proportion of the capital of 
Great Britain than what would naturally have gone to it, 
seems to have broken altogether that natural balance 
which would otherwise have taken place among all the 
different branches of British industry… But the whole 
system of her industry and commerce has thereby been 
rendered less secure; the whole state of her body politic 
less healthful than it otherwise would have been. In her 
present condition, Great Britain resembles one of those 
unwholesome bodies in which some of the vital parts are 
overgrown, and which, upon that account, are liable to 
many dangerous disorders, scarce incident to those in 
which all the parts are more properly proportioned. A 
small stop in that great blood-vessel, which has been 
artificially swelled beyond its natural dimensions, and 
through which an unnatural proportion of the industry and 
commerce of the country has been forced to circulate, is 
very likely to bring on the most dangerous disorders upon 
the whole body politic. The expectation of a rupture with 
the colonies, accordingly, has struck the people of Great 

                                                           
146  Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations 1776, Web. Library of Economics and Liberty, 15 

October 2010 <http:www.econolib.org> Book II, 3.31. 
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Britain with more terror than they ever felt for a Spanish 
armada, or a French invasion. 147 

 
Smith’s language exploits the anthropomorphic nature of the “body politic” and 

maps salient attributes of a bloated and unhealthful human body to Britain’s 

economic state (as an overweight monopoly).  By extending the metaphor to 

convey the benefits of healthy circulation and blood-flow, Smith illustrates the 

virtue of a vigorous political economy that enables unhindered trade.   

Note in the following sample from Smith’s The Wealth of Nations how he 

characterizes the physician as constraining the patient with too strict a course of 

therapy.  Smith’s exhortation is not a call for intervention.  It is a call for inaction.  

Let the economic body “remedy” itself:  

Some speculative physicians seem to have imagined that 
the health of the human body could be preserved only by a 
certain precise regimen of diet and exercise, of which 
every, the smallest violation, necessarily occasioned some 
degree of disease or disorder proportionate to the degree 
of the violation. Experience, however, would seem to shew, 
that the human body frequently preserves, to all 
appearance at least, the most perfect state of health under 
a vast variety of different regimens; even under some 
which are generally believed to be very far from being 
perfectly wholesome. But the healthful state of the human 
body, it would seem, contains in itself some unknown 
principle of preservation, capable either of preventing or of 
correcting, in many respects, the bad effects even of a very 
faulty regimen. Mr Quesnai, who was himself a physician, 
and a very speculative physician, seems to have 
entertained a notion of the same kind concerning the 
political body, and to have imagined that it would thrive and 
prosper only under a certain precise regimen, the exact 
regimen of perfect liberty and perfect justice. He seems not 
to have considered, that in the political body, the natural 
effort which every man is continually making to better his 
own condition, is a principle of preservation capable of 

                                                           
147  Smith, Book IV, 7.129. 
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preventing and correcting, in many respects, the bad 
effects of a political economy, in some degree both partial 
and oppressive. Such a political economy, though it no 
doubt retards more or less, is not always capable of 
stopping altogether, the natural progress of a nation 
towards wealth and prosperity, and still less of making it go 
backwards. If a nation could not prosper without the 
enjoyment of perfect liberty and perfect justice, there is not 
in the world a nation which could ever have prospered. In 
the political body, however, the wisdom of nature has 
fortunately made ample provision for remedying many of 
the bad effects of the folly and injustice of man; it the same 
manner as it has done in the natural body, for remedying 
those of his sloth and intemperance. 148 

 
However, Smith’s The Wealth of Nations is not devoid of the words, “recover” 

and “recovery.”  He uses them unambiguously in the financial sense as in 

“recovering a debt” or “earning back from an investment” as seen in the sample 

texts below: 

The uncertainty of recovering his money makes the 
lender exact the same usurious interest which is usually 
required from bankrupts.” (54)  
 
The high rate of interest among all Mahometan nations is 
accounted for by M. Montesquieu, not from their poverty, 
but partly from this, and partly from the difficulty of 
recovering the money. (54) 
 
Italy seems not to have gone backwards. The fall of Italy 
preceded the conquest of Peru. Since that time it seems 
rather to have recovered a little. (116). 
 
“When such farmers have a lease for a term of years, 
they may sometimes find it for their interest to lay out part 
of their capital in the further improvement of the farm; 
because they may sometimes expect to recover it, with a 
large profit, before the expiration of the lease. (217) 
 
Even in England, the country, perhaps of Europe, where 
the yeomanry has always been most respected, it was 
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not till about the 14th of Henry VII, that the action of 
ejectment was invented, by which the tenant recovers, 
not damages only, but possession, and in which his claim 
is not necessarily concluded by the uncertain decision of 
a single assize. (218) 
 
His tenants could agree to this upon one condition only, 
that they should be secured in their possession for such 
a term of years as might give them time to recover, with 
profit, whatever they should lay not in the further 
improvement of the land. (230) 

 
Smith’s use of “recovery” in its sole financial sense is a critical distinction from 

other economic treatises using THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor. In 

spite of the fact that Smith uses THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor 

extensively in The Wealth of Nations, why should he not use “recovery” 

polysemously as a rhetorical device?  What can we infer from this distinction?  

Friedrich’s framework may give us some insight to answering this question.  

Friedrich indicates that an ideology is the output from the interaction between 

political economy, culture and language.   The language used is a verbal 

process, a code in the context of a society.   A close analysis of Smith’s language 

in the texts above reveals the new culture of his fledgling country.  The United 

States of 1776 is stretching its new political beliefs of democratic self-governance 

into its fiscal and economic policies.  Former embodied metaphors such as the 

“body politic” are still relevant.   However, we see them in a new light.  Adam 

Smith’s belief in the natural balance of supply and demand and, like the 

circulation of blood in the human body, the natural flow of trade and through the 

circulation of commerce find their way in his use of THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor.  The attributes within the integrated conceptual network are 
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now filtered through a new set of selection criteria.  Smith has little use for a 

heavy-handed physician to help the patient recover. Nature is the ultimate healer.  

His ideology screens out the attributes pertaining to medical oversight and 

treatment.  But why would Smith use “remedy” rather than “recover?”  The 

answer may lie in the two words’ etymologies and semantic freight they carry.  In 

contrast to the etymology of “recover” which has a long and history in the 

economic domain, (recall “recover” is derived from “recupare,” “to take back” as 

in debt), “remedy” is etymologically derived from the Latin, “remedium,” “to heal 

again.”  The cognates of “remedy” include words such as “medical” and 

“medication” with strong physician /intervention associations.  Note also how, in 

Smith’s text, “remedy” is collocated with negative words such as, “bad,” 

“injustice,” “sloth.”  He draws these cognitive meanings into the conceptual blend 

with the “medical” attributes.  Whether conscious or not,  as Smith preserves 

“recover” solely to its financial sense, and applies “remedy” polysemously with its 

dual senses in THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT blend, he conveys his ideology. 

Smith projects a free market ideology which, even when financial strains are 

experienced, is capable of correcting itself to become healthy again.  As he 

states metaphorically, “the wisdom of nature has fortunately made ample 

provision for remedying many of the bad effects of the folly and injustice of 

man.”149  For Smith, “recover” resides in the single domain of “economic man” 

and his financial transactions.  Smith’s text reflects a new linguaculture for a new 

country.   

Prior to Smith’s publication of The Wealth of Nations, a number of writers 
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plied THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor and used “recovery” in creative 

and polysemous ways. In the same book, Securing the Commonwealth, Jennifer 

Baker finds examples of THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor in the writings 

of Cotton Mather, Robinson Crusoe and others whose writings hold very different 

embedded economic ideologies.  While the writers may differ in opinion, she 

writes, “they used the currency crises to resist laissez-faire economics and urge 

a return to an economy regulated for the common good.” 150  Unlike Adam Smith 

promoting free trade and the benefits of self-interest, Mather and Crusoe use 

THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT to convey the goals of the commonwealth.  This 

is an era of high rhetoric with strong emotive content. Economic discourse was a 

targeted beneficiary of the language.  Innovative narratives in literary form were 

artfully crafted to convey strong political, moral and economic biases.  “Recovery” 

in these texts is highly productive linguistically in health and economic senses, 

generating novel metaphors in both domains. 

In 1647, an anonymous writer produced a short political piece criticizing 

the policies of the time.  The title itself carries a strong metaphorical message: 

“The Plague at Westminster or, An Order for the Visitation of a Sick Parliament, 

Grievously Troubled with a new Disease, called the Consumption of their 

Members.”  The treatise is designed to chastise the government for excessive 

taxation.  THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor is extended to include the 

disease of consumption to convey how taxation has infected the local economy.  

The writer highlights how the taxation/infection is affecting the most vulnerable of 
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society, the poor, into states of metaphorical illness (italics and underlines are 

mine):  

poore wretched and languishing wretches, mounting to 
the number of millions of millions, being sufficiently 
humbled by all these plagues, and punishment (cry to 
your honours for redress) besides the large prorion of our 
blouds which from the earth cries unto your honours, 
even as Abels did to heaven, so we to you Mighty Lords, 
we therefore humbly preay and beseech you, that your 
honours would be graciously pleased (in your omnipotent 
power) to raise to life again by halfe a dozen thousand 
poor widows their deer husbands and many fatherlesse 
children now in a languishing condition, will forever 
magnifie your Honours for the same, or else your 
Honours must expect the cry of the Widow to Heaven 
against you, the Curse of the Fatherlesse and the Cry of 
the Earth, which already begins to vomit up that bluud in 
your faces, which so rebel’ously and unchristianly you 
have stained hers withal; shee hath yet been a pace of 
pleasure unto you, yielding no contagious ayre to infect 
you with these consuming diseases, that now reign 
amongst your Honours, besides so many sorrows, 
distractions, disorders or passions, that visit your 
Honours consciences; all earthly creatures have been 
obedient until you mights Lords. 

 
And the call to action is explicit: 
 

We humbly beseech you the Knights and Burgesses 
chosen and put in trust by your severall Countreys, to 
redress our grievances; (not to make us new grievances, 
to cure our Maladies, not in a desperate madnesse; to kill 
us instead of curing us) to keep us from robbing not to 
rob us your selves. 151 
 

The writer draws from the religious orthodoxy of the day and extends a 

new metaphor, that of the Lords of Parliament as God exacting punishment on a 
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sinful nation. The pun, “Lord,” in its dual meaning for the Lords of Parliament and 

Lord, God is evident and striking:   

Almighty and everlasting Lords, we acknowledge and 
confess from the bottome of our hearts, that you have 
most justly plagued us these full seven years for our 
manifold sins and iniquities. 152 
 

Like Carey, centuries later, the writer of “The Plague of Westminster” 

views economic crisis is a form of punishment from God.  Is the economic crisis 

and plague a sign of moral decay in the seventeenth century?  What does THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT conceptual network reveal by blending health and 

wealth with the religious? 

The economic treatises written in seventeenth century Britain illustrate an 

undercurrent of internal and ideological conflict between the morality of honest 

trade and the sinfulness of greed.  At the intersection of the health, the economic 

and the moral metaphorical domains, the economic discourse explores the divine 

balance of commercial exchange.  Observe the connection of the three metaphor 

domains in the following excerpt from Edward Misselden’s The Circle of 

Commerce, or The Balance of Trade in Defense of Free Trade:  

Commodities, moneyes, and exchange of monies may be 
aptly compared to the Bodie, Soule, and Spirit of 
traffique. 
  
The first, as the Body, upheld the world by Commutation 
and bartering, until money was devised to be coyned. 
  
The second, as the Soule in the Body, did infuse life to 
traffique by the meanes of equalities and equity, 
preventing advantage between Buyer and Sellers. 
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The third, as the Spirit and faculty of the Soule, being 
seated everywhere, corroberateth the vitall Spirit of 
traffique, directing and controlling by iust proportions, the 
prises and values of Commodities and monies. 153 
 

The metaphors sit on the edge of simile and allegory.  In these contexts, the 

writings have a moral foundation rooted in the religious and political discourse of 

the era.  At the time of Misselden’s writing, England had been suffering from a 

severe economic depression since 1620.  Misselden had already been engaged 

in a year of fierce rhetorical exchanges between himself and fellow economist, 

Gerard de Malynes. In this latest round, Misselden responds to Malynes’ 

Maintenance of Free Trade 154  which, in itself, is a counter to Misselden’s earlier 

critique.  This war of words and ideologies began in 1622.  Misselden had 

published his treatise, Free Trade 155 which closed with a short commentary on 

an earlier work of Malynes.  The ensuing exchange highlights the deep and 

entrenched metaphors in the health-economy-morality conceptual blend of the 

time.  In these texts we see more than a tussle of political economies, but rather 

a fundamental sorting out of responses to a financial crisis in England’s trading 

status.  We also see THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor used as a shared 

vehicle for revealing their ideological differences.  Misselden and Malynes both 

chose diseases to convey their ideological thinking, but used different 
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154  Gerard de Malynes, Maintenance of Free Trade (London, 1622). 
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pathological attributes.  For Misselden, we see an extensive use of blood disease 

as metaphor to represent the disruption of the natural flow and balance of the 

body’s natural fluids,156  while Malynes shows a proclivity for the metaphor of an 

open sore, or canker, which drains the strength of the body politic.  In the series 

of exchanges, we see a fundamental struggle with the society’s collective 

thinking about England’s position in an increasingly global economy.  Following a 

collapse in the cloth trade, the two argued for a more level balance of imports 

and exports.  Misselden chastises Malynes for accusing merchants of causing 

the imbalance by selling cloth too inexpensively in exchange for more expensive 

cloths from abroad.  The two men could be no closer in their desire to rebalance 

trade and no further apart in their thoughts on how to achieve that goal.  

Misselden writes about Malynes’ recommendation for trade equity or “par of 

exchange” managed centrally (italics and underlines in this section are mine):   

So that if there should be a stop in the Course of the 
Exchange, then either the English Merchant will forbeare 
to take up mony by Exchange; or els hee will looke to 
“recouer” the loss of the Exchange, upon his Cloth. If he 
forbeare to take up mony by Exchange, then he can 
neither buy so much cloth, nor give ready mony for the 
same as he was wont. Wherby will follow a stand in 
Blackwell-Hall, which is wont much to be refreshed by the 
ready use of the Exchange.  And if the English wil not 
take, the Stranger cannot deliver: and if he cannot 
deliver, of necessity he must be thrust upon the 
Transportation of Mony, more than ever he was before: 
and then the remedy will be far worse then the disease. 
And if the English Merchant must needs recouer the loss 
of the Exchange upon the Cloth; it must either be done in 

                                                           
156  The understanding of human physiology during the seventeenth century was still 

highly influenced by the writings of Galen, particularly regarding the circulatory system and the 
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the buying of it at home, or selling of it abroad. But it 
cannot be done in the sale of the Cloth abroad: for the 
Cloth-trade grones already under the present burthen 
that lye’s upon it, which presseth it downe so sore, that it 
cannot recover it selfe: whereof there are 2 principall 
witnesses, the Quantity, and the Price of Cloth, both 
diminished.157  

 
Note Misselden’s use of “remedy” and “recover” in the above paragraph.  

Misselden uses the word “remedy” metaphorically as Adam Smith does to 

convey the threat of overtreatment by an authority as in the “remedy will be far 

worse than the disease.” “Remedy,” again as seen in Smith’s treatise, is 

collocated with negative words such as “worse” and “disease.”   Misselden, too, 

preserves the word “recover” to its financial sense, as in ”recouer the loss of the 

Exchange upon the Cloth.” However, at the close of the paragraph Misselden 

applies “recover” polysemously as a pun:  “The Cloth-trade grones already under 

the present burthen that lyes upon it, which presseth it downe so sore, that it 

cannot recover it selfe.”  Misselden is resolute that Malynes’ proposal to control 

the trade exchange centrally will complicate matters when a simpler solution is 

available.  He writes:  

So then, the End of the Balance of Trade, may be said to 
either be Propior, or Remotior.  There’s one End neerer 
hand; There’s Another End farther off.  One End of it is, 
to finde out The cause of the Malady: The other, to 
present a Medicable Remedy, for the decay of trade. 158    
 
 What’s the other End of it?  Surely to direct us to the 
Remedy: which in a word, is nothing els, but to make our 
Importations lesse, and our Exportations more. 159   
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Misselden believes nature will resolve the imbalance.  Too much intervention 

may do more harm than good. Note how the two cognates, “remedy” and 

“medical,” are collocated with the negative term, “decay,” in the text.  Again, the 

etymologies reveal semantic freight which Misselden leverages to link the 

negative conceptual domains of “decay” with physician intervention.  Misselden’s 

commentary, “the remedy will be far worse then the disease” will be echoed 

centuries later in works such as Carey’s dark humored epitaph and, nearly three 

hundred year later, Keynes’ statement, “Thus an increase in the rate of interest, 

as a remedy for the state of affairs arising out of a prolonged period of 

abnormally heavy new investment, belongs to the species of remedy which cures 

the disease by killing the patient.” 160    

Misselden uses the polyseme “recover” throughout the text in the financial 

sense “to gain back.”  Note its use in the following excerpt: 

… For it [balance of trade] will bring to God, glory: to the 
King, honour: to the Kingdome, treasure: to the Subjects, 
trade: to the poore, employment: and prove by Gods 
blessing, a most excellent meanes, to encrease our 
Exportations, and to recover our Balance of Trade. 161  

 
And this is also another meanes, not inferiour unto any, 
for the recovery of our Exportations, in the Balance of 
Trade. 162 

 
The text gets a positive lift by the collocation of “recover” with words such as 

“God,” “glory,” “honour” and “blessing.”  For Misselden, “recovery” restores the 
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natural balance bestowed by God.  He uses the religious with the economic to 

ply his argument for Mercantilism and free trade.  Jonathan Gil Harris, in his 

book, Sick Economies, 163 highlights how Misselden “embraces a much more 

decentralized understanding of the national economy’s lifeblood” and its 

“conception of bullion flow,” all key concepts to the Mercantilism ideology.  

While Misselden and Malynes continued their heated exchange of 

ideologies, Thomas Mun, another adopter of Mercantilist principles, wrote a 

seminal piece titled, A Discourse of Trade.  Steeped in his devotion for God and 

Country, Mun’s goal was to educate the reader on the root of the Depression of 

1620.  He used the metaphor ECONOMY IS A PATIENT with a particular 

penchant for the metaphorical disease of consumption.  In Mun’s texts we find 

the polysemeous word “consumption” applied as a metaphor and pun for the 

reckless purchasing of imported goods which wastes the economy’s resources 

(especially its currency) and reduces its strength to the point of death:  “the 

malady is grown mortal here with us, and therefore cries out for remedy,” and  

“the Commodities of this Kingdome, and also forraine wares, are the more 

consumed and wasted, a double meanes to abate the Common-wealth.” 164   

Mun’s use of the consumption metaphor in his later writings illustrates the 

efficacy of the metaphor for representing the wasting of England’s wealth. Mun’s 

fondness for using consumption as the disease wracking the British economy 

was not new as illustrated in his Englands Treasure by Forraign Trade; or The 
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Ballance of Our Forraign Trade is The Rule of our Treasure 165 written nearly 

forty years later. In Sick Economies, Harris outlines sixteenth century references 

to consumption as a metaphor for an ailing political economy reaching even 

further back in the word’s history.  For example, Harris cites Thomas Starkey’s 

Dialogue Between Reginald Pole and Thomas Lupset 166 in which Starkey 

applies the simile explicitly to explain a weakened body politic.  Harris states, 

“Starkey’s attribution of the origins of economic ‘consumption’ to factors within 

the English body politic resonates with the prevailing humoral understanding of 

the disease in the early sixteenth century.” 167  From a linguistic perspective, 

Harris suggests the consumption metaphor in the early seventeenth century is at 

the cusp of a significant semantic change.  He references a proclamation made 

by King James in 1622, attributing the deepening depression on the 

“consumption of Coyne & Bullion.” 168  Harris suggests the Proclamation reveals 

King James’ sense that the country’s “immoral behavior that leads to the wasteful 

depletion of the nation’s treasure” reveals an early condemnation of 

“conspicuous consumption, whereby luxury commodities are purchased by a new 

kind of subject, the individual consumer, so that they may be both privately 

owned and publicly flaunted.” 169  Recall that in Mun’s treatise, the metaphor 
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reveals an evolving ideology that views cross-country exchange of goods and 

currency, “consumption,” not only as a waste of currency and wealth of the nation 

but an immoral act.  Yet, from a linguistic point of view, Harris suggests we are 

seeing semantic change occurring before our eyes.  He cites other writings (such 

as those by William Petyt) whereby “consumption” is seen as not a depletion of 

strength, but as a necessity for economic well-being.  Even Mun, himself, 

occasionally appears conflicted in his treatises.  Mun writes, “for the commodities 

which are brought in, & after carried out vnto forren parts again, cannot hurt but 

doe greatly help the commonwealth, by encrease of his Maiesties Customes and 

Trades,” 170  while stating later, “the Commodities of this Kingdome, and also 

forraine wares, are the more consumed and wasted, a double meanes to abate 

the Common-wealth.” 171  Harris states, “the ‘wasteful’ and ‘conspicuous’ senses 

of consumption were to overlap for some time.” 172 He argues this moral and 

economic debate creates a platform from which Adam Smith builds the ideology 

that consumption is a means of economic growth in his Wealth of Nations.  By 

1776, the semantic change is complete.  The habitual uses of the 

conventionalized metaphor over the century and a half, the evolving ideologies 

and changed political environments enabled the word, “consumption,” to evolve 

as well.  “Consumption” became polysemous with a new and quite different 

meaning in the English lexicon.  The semantic shift illustrated in this example of 

the ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor aptly exemplifies the conceptual 
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metaphor theory in action.  The underlying dynamics of semantic change include 

not only the salience of the attributes and the collocation of indexed lexical items 

in the discourse, but also the political and ideological influences as identified in 

Friedrich’s linguaculture model.  The research that follows shows that the 

polyseme “recover” has undergone a similar semantic change. 

The debate between Misselden and Gerard de Malynes began in a 

comment Misselden made regarding a pamphlet produced by Mayles in 1601.  

The work, titled A Treatise of the Canker of Englands Commonwealth. Devided 

into Three Parts: Wherein the Author Imitating the Rule of Good Phisitions, First 

declareth the Disease.  Secondarily, sheweth the Efficient Cause Thereof. Lastly, 

a Remedy for the Same, was an early mercantilist thesis addressing the 

imbalance of trade.   Malynes’ agenda is stated simply and overtly, invoking the 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT from the outset (italics and underlines are mine): 173 

Plato the Philisopher perceiving that equality would be 
the cause that every man should have enough, was of 
opinion and willed all tings in a common wealth to be 
common, whom sir Thomas Moore in his Utopian 
common weale seemeth to imitate, to the end that an 
infinite number of lawes already made, might be 
abolished: whereas all of them are not sufficient, for 
every man to enjoy, defend and know from another mans 
that which he calleth his owene proper and private 
goods.  But this equality cannot be established, neither 
was there an such ever used in any age, or commaunded 
by the word of God, but that possessing these worldly 
good, we should so use them whit charity toward others, 
as thought we did not possess then at all: Nevertheless 
(as a commonwealth is nothing else but a great 
household of family yet the Prince (being as it were the 
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father of the family) ought to keep a certaine equality in 
the trade or traficke betwixt his realme and other 
countries, not suffering an overbalancing of forreine 
commodities with his home commodities, or in buying 
more then he selleth.  For thereby his treasure and the 
wealth of the realme doth decrease, as it were his 
expenses become greater, or do surmount his incomes 
or revenues. 
  
This is the unknowne disease of the politicke body of our 
weale publicke before mentioned: the efficient cause 
whereof must be found out, before any remedy can be 
applied or devised.  
 

Malynes’ Canker of England’s Commonwealth was written in a uniquely difficult 

economic time following the Reformation in England.  There was a scarcity of 

bullion which Malynes believed was the result, in part, to the outflow of British 

cash in the form of coin to other countries. This was true primarily due to the 

undervalued pound.  Malynes introduces THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT 

metaphor as a means of conveying the damage the depletion of wealth has had 

on the financial stability of the nation. Here we will explore his selection of the 

metaphor of the canker, an open sore that deforms as it spreads its decay:   

 the abuse of the exchange for money to be the very 
efficient cause of this disease: wherewith as with a 
Canker the politike body of our weale publike is 
overtaken: the cause thereof being predominant & 
overruling the course both of commodities & mony. 174 

 
Jonathan Gil Harris contends that Malynes use of the metaphor belies the 

complexity of the language in his discourse.  Harris believes Malynes’ selection 

of the canker metaphor implies a new set of conceptual attributes in the minds of 

the Elizabethans; that of a disease caused by both imbalance of the humors and 
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the contagion from foreign sources.  He writes, “Certain subtle semantic shifts in 

the meanings of canker had helped lend it new metaphorical possibilities… 

Instead of designating an exclusively endogenous, humoral disorder, the now 

multivalent term more readily suggested a hostile, even foreign organism that 

invades and consumes the body.” 175   Embedded in the metaphor and Malynes’ 

discourse are the roots of mercantilism ideology and a call to action before it is 

too late:  “for it is hard to heale a sore that a man would not have opened to his 

Phisition, though he be never so skilful, and of great experience.” 176  

Yet nowhere in this discourse do we see the word, “recovery.”  Rather, we 

see the more medical term “remedy” collocated with “phisition.” This short 

excerpt belies the cognitive freight carried by the word “Phisition.”  In the same 

year, Malynes wrote Saint George for England, Allegorically Described, a 

narrative about a dragon named Gangrem (playing on the word, “gangrene”) who 

is threatening the English commonwealth.  Gangrem is the allegorical form of 

usury which is destroying the wealth, harmony and charity of the English 

commerce.  In the allegory, Malynes extends the metaphor of the physician 

mapping to the governors of England who are called on to smite the dragon.  The 

role of the physician, Harris writes, “is to heal ‘the biles botches, cankers and 

sores thereof’; chief among these is the ‘venimous sore’ of usury.” 177  This is not 

an ideology of free trade and allowing the financial system to cure itself.  The call 

to action is clear:  central government, intervene and save the commonwealth.  
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Malynes’ ideology, made explicit in his metaphorical language, drives his political 

agenda.  He draws on the common and shared experiences of his society and 

the salience of the disease metaphors to build a compelling case for economic 

change. 

Jonathan Gil Harris illustrates key examples of “economic discourse” 

embedded in the scripts of Elizabethan plays.  For example, he cites 

Shakespeare’s plays which “repeatedly blurred the boundaries between what we 

know regard as the separate domains of the medical and the mercantile.” 178  

Shakespeare’s talent for maximizing the power of polysemy for punning is 

renowned.  It is here where we find economic and health polysemy of the word, 

“recover.” Harris illustrates how in Shakespeare’s “The Comedy of Errors,” 

syphilis is a metaphorical disease contracted from foreign contact that wastes the 

body and the financial resources of the nation. Alopecia, the loss of hair, is a 

visible side-effect of syphilis.   Shakespeare uses the dual senses of “recover” in 

the following excerpt as a clever pun to convey the physical loss of hair with the 

financial loss and depreciation of wealth from foreign exchange: 

Dromio: There’s no time for a man to recover his hair that 
grows bald by nature. 

 
Antipholus: May he not do it fine and recovery? 

 
Dromio: Yes, to pay a fine for a periwig and recover the 

lost hair of another man. (2.2.71-88) 
 

Linguistically, “recover” carries a significant amount of semantic freight in 

this passage.  For audiences of Shakespeare, the pun not only plays its 
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immediate comedic role, but also triggers the encyclopedic knowledge in long-

term memory that sustains the metaphor and its multiple meanings.  

Shakespeare alludes to the syphilis metaphor in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” 

(1.2.100) and in “Titus Andronicus” as well.  The result is a highly effective 

metaphor that, as Győri suggests, exploits the familiar knowledge sustained in 

the minds of the speaking community.  It reveals the era’s xenophobic sentiment 

and growing political economy driven by a fear of foreign contagion and the 

imbalance of trade.   

In describing the play, “An Interlude of Wealth and Health,” Harris 

illustrates very old roots of the ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor played out 

by the allegorical characters of Health, Wealth and Remedy. The drama is tightly 

linked with the political ideology and language of the day.  In the play, the 

character Remedy expels another character Hans who personifies a foreign 

immigrant.  Harris writes, “In order to restore health and wealth to a polity that is 

more nationally than universally coded, Remedy expels Hans from England… 

Thus is economic health reconfigured in nationalist terms as liberation from 

invasive foreign bodies.” 179  Harris’ analysis explores the roots of mercantilism 

and centrist ideologies reflected in health-wealth metaphors used at that time. 

The treatises and plays alike are written as social commentaries in innovative 

language that call for a change in the political economy structure.  “I argue,” 

Harris writes, “that our modern notions of economy have a decidedly pathological 

provenance and that our modern notions of disease cannot be disentangled from 
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the development of transnational capitalism.” 180  His historical research suggests 

that THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor embodied by a variety of diseases 

in this era was coincident with the development of a new ideology of the English 

nation, centralized religiously, politically and economically in the monarchy. “This 

development was partly inspired by a financial crisis,” 181 Harris writes.  The 

linguistic analyses of these works reveal the underlying cognitive dynamics 

enabling the metaphor to carry ideological freight.  In a relevant example from 

1581, Harris highlights a treatise by an unknown author (although attributed to Sir 

Thomas Smith), “A Discourse of the Commonweal of The Realm of England.”   In 

the economic text, the author highlights the role of the Doctor as diagnostician 

and source of a cure.  Implicit in the text, we find attestations for calls for 

“judicious fiscal ‘remedies’ implemented and policed by the national 

sovereign.”182  There are numerous calls to action using the ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT metaphor, even from physicians themselves. In an ironic twist, Timothy 

Bright, a medical doctor, wrote the Treatise: Wherein is Declared the Sufficiencie 

of English Medicines, for Cure of All Diseases in 1580.  He calls the 

commonwealth to change their ways: 

I hope this my enterprise shall be a meanes to prouoke 
others to deal with the same argument more plentifully, 
and kindle in vs a greater diligence to inquire after the 
medicines of our owne countrie yeelde, and more care to 
put them in practice…. Hath God so dispense his 
blessings, that a medicine to cure the iawndie, or the 
greene sicknes, or ye rheume, or such like, should cost 
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more oftentimes then one quarter of the substance yt the 
patient is worth?... is Physicke only made for rich 
men?183   
 

Harris argues, “Bright’s call for medical protectionism, therefore, neatly dovetails 

with mercantilist conceptions of economic protectionism.”184  As Harris notes, 

Bright’s extended metaphors in the domains of disease carries significant 

cognitive freight for the Elizabethan audience.  We see in these texts again the 

dual directionality of metaphor mapping (i.e., the source health domain maps to 

the target economic domain as readily as the attributes of the economic domain 

map to a target in the health domain).  In either direction, THE ECONOMY IS A 

PATIENT and the related polysemes evoke an emotional cry for action.  The 

aptness of the metaphor for this purpose is clear.  The conjunctive relationships 

between illness, medicine, patient, physicians, financial strain, remedies, the 

economy and centralized power in the conceptual blend deliver a strong 

rhetorical punch.      

 The economic treatises in the Elizabethan era contain remnants of 

ideologies from the medieval periods.  The seeds of mercantilism were planted in 

the language of the metaphor over centuries of discourse in Europe.  In each 

case, THE ECONOMY IS A PATIENT emerged in times of financial turmoil.  The 

polysemy of “recover” emerges, not as one would imagine, uni-directionally from 

the health domain to the economic in these metaphorical texts,  but rather 

“recover” adopted the salient attributes of the health domain through collocation 

with medical and disease metaphors while conveying its own attributes to the 
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health domain.  In addition, the integrated conceptual blend of the metaphor was 

reinforced by the encyclopedic knowledge from health and religion and became 

an equal part of the culture’s “system of commonplaces.”  “Recover” carries the 

semantic freight it accumulated from centuries of collocations with broader 

disease metaphors in economic treatises and literary works.  A review of 

“recover” in history through an etymological analysis can uncover some of that 

history and the implications for the cognitive freight it carries.  

 

Etymological Review 

The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) indicates that the word, “recover,” 

was already polysemous by the early fourteenth centuries. The earliest cited 

meaning in the OED is “to obtain (c1100), to regain, recover (c1100), to restore, 

re-establish” 185 reflecting its Latin source, “recuperare” –  literally, “to get or take 

back.”   The OED states that the word is derived from the Anglo-Norman word, 

“recouverer,” borrowed from the Middle French with the primary meaning “to 

regain (something lost); to take back into one’s control or possession.”  The 

earliest narrative samples in the OED are from works written in the first half of the 

fourteenth century.  Note how these samples illustrate the multiple meanings of 

“recover”: 

(1) Þe oþer rekeuerd oȝain wiþ main. 
        Arthour & Merlin 

                                                           

185  "recover, v.1". OED Online. March 2011. Oxford University Press. 8 May 2011 
<http://www.oed.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/view/Entry/159925>. 
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(2)  He fleiȝe into te valaye And recouerd miȝt.  
        Arthour & Merlin 
 
(3) There is heraude mysse bee-falle: Loste he hath his 

men alle, And recouere he shall sone this; For grete 
socour him cometh ywis.  

 Guy of Warwick, Caius 
 
(4)  Whan ouer-gon was his smerte And rekeured was of 

is hertte sir Beues set him vp. 
        Bevis of Hampton 

 
In the texts from Arthour & Merlin, (1) and (2), “recovered” is used in both health 

and “to regain as a possession” senses.  Samples (3) and (4) illustrate “recover” 

already entrenched in the English language pertaining to health.  The OED 

suggests the word derived its health sense from the Middle French as in 

“recouvrer la santé,” literally, “to get back health.”  It is clear that “recover” was 

already polysemous and highly productive by this time.  A related cognate, 

“recuperate,” was similarly in the lexicon at this time, however, by contrast, the 

OED suggests “recuperate” possessed a health sense, “get well again,” as early 

as the 5th century. The OED cites sample texts for “recuperate” that illustrate its 

polysemy: 186 

(5) For the recuperacion of the holy londe & holy Cyte of 
Iherusalem. 

    Caxton, in tr. Siege & Conqueste Jerusalem (1481) 
   

(6) Your grace recuperatyng your helth. 
       A. Borde, Compend. Regyment Helth (1542) 
   
 

“Recovery,” as a noun, is listed in the OED as a member of the legal domain (as 

                                                           
186  "recuperate, v."  OED Online, March 2011, Oxford University Press, 8 May 2011 

<http://www.oed.com.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/view/Entry/160078?redirectedFrom=recuperate>. 
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in to pay fines) from 1422.  See the earliest cited OED entry below:187 

(7) recovered in the seide Maires Court, vnto the seide Maire and to 
such personeȝ as the seide recovrees belongeth to of right. 

      in T. Smith & L. T. Smith, Eng. Gilds (1422)   

The semantic domain of law in context of legal judgments and 

transactions were highly productive both in the verb and nominalized forms.  

Defined as “the fact or process of gaining or regaining possession of or a right to 

property, compensation, etc., by a legal process or judgement,” “recovery” in this 

sense draws entailments that lead to financial attributes.  Consider the following 

entries from the OED: 

(8) Sir Roger schal relese and for ȝefe to the forsaide John 
Bagger_al the damagez that be recouered be the same assis. 

 
         in H. M. Flasdieck, Mittelengl. Originalurkunden (1405)  

 
(9) Ȝif tei kittide tus openly here purses, tei chulden reckevere it bi 

comyn lawe. 
      Wycliff, Sel. Eng. Wks (1383) 

The semantic leap to the financial and economic domains is not difficult to 

conceive.  Note the early examples again from the OED: 

(10) Los of catel may recouered be But los of tyme shendeth vs. 
      Chaucer, Man of Law's Prol.   c1405 (1390) 

 
(11) Thou calledist vpone me that by me thou myghtstid thy loosse 

recouere. 
   Bk. Found. St. Bartholomew's (c1425) 

 
(12) Yf she lacke on one syde she recouerith it on that other. 

      Caxton, Myrrour of Worlde  I. xiv. 43 (1481) 
 

 

                                                           
187  "recovery, n." OED Online, March 2011, Oxford University Press, 8 May 2011 

<http://www.oed.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/view/Entry/159940?redirectedFrom=recovery>. 
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(13) They determyned to go thyder_to assay if they coude recover 
any parte of their domage.    

LD. BERNERS, Cronycles I. 506 (1523) 
 

By the late thirteenth and early fourteenth century, the stage for the 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT had been set.  Already in the integrated conceptual 

domain for “recover” and “recovery,” the lexicon shared the polyseme for multiple 

senses.   

This etymological analysis suggests the Latin cognates “recover” and 

“recovery” were highly productive virtually from the inclusion of the Anglo-

Norman forms following the Norman Conquest.188   

It is impossible to determine how English speakers of the time interpreted 

these multiple meanings.  However, the entry for “recover” and “recovery” from 

Nathan Bailey’s An Universal Etymological English Dictionary, compiled in 1763 

may provide a clue.   His entries for “recover” and “recovery” read as follows 

(highlights are original from the text):189 

To RECOVER, [recouvrir, F recuperare L] to get again, to 
restore to Health, to be on the mending Hand. 

RECOVERY [recouverment, F, recuperate L.] a regaining 
or getting again, &c. Remedy, Help. 

True RECOVERY {in Law} is an obtaining any Thing by 
Judgment or Trial at Law. 

 Feign.d RECOVERY is a certain Form,  
Common RECOVERY or Courte in Law, for the better 

assuring one’s Title to Lands or Tenements. 

                                                           
188 The Bosworth-Toller Anglo-Saxon Dictionary indicates “recover” in the Anglo-Saxon 

lexicon had multiple lexical entries for the health senses (e.g., “batian” as in “to recover from ill 
health, to get better,” “ge-wyrpan,” “wirpan” or “wyrp” as in “Godwin fell sick and got better again” 
and “halian” as in “to heal from wounds or illness”), none of which have extended senses in other 
semantic domains. 

  
189 Nathan Bailey, An Universal Etymological English Dictionary 1721 (Oxford: Claredon 

Press, 1763): 698, 07 May 2011 Web. OpenLibrary Internet Archive <http://www.archive.org/ 
stream/universaletymolo00bail#page/698/mode/2up>. 
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While we need to be careful not to place the OED or other compendia of 

historical lexicons as all encompassing,190  they do provide rich data that can 

illuminate our analysis for what is not included in them as much as what is.  For 

example, Bailey’s entries suggest that “recover” and “recovery” had two very 

important senses at the time:  health and legal.  We can infer from his entries that 

these are the two most salient meanings in the eighteenth century, at least from 

Bailey’s point of view.  In fact, the legal contexts had such a high degree of 

salience, the productivity of the word generated deeper sub-categories to 

differentiate specific purposes in the Law as illustrated by the multiple entries.   

In these two conceptual blends, “recover” and “recovery” are found in 

domains that share highly emotive attributes.  The definitions provided by Bailey 

include phrases and words such as “to get again,” “Help,” “obtaining a Thing by 

Judgement,” and “assuring one’s Title” as in getting something back that was 

owed to you which required legal intervention on your behalf.  In the health 

domain, Bailey includes the definition for “recover,” “to be on the mending Hand,” 

a familiar idiom of the time meaning “to be convalescing.”    

Why use such an idiom to define a word?  How was “on the mending 

hand” used to connote healing?  We find the phrase as a repeating refrain in a 

ditty, “The Merry Cobblers,” written one hundred years earlier by a popular 

balladeer, Martin Parker. The idiom, “to be on the mending Hand,” had significant 
                                                           

 
190  Kathryn Allan writes in the introduction to her book, Metaphor and Metonymy: A 

Diachronic Approach (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2008), pages 15-16, “it is generally 
acknowledged that the evidence that survives for English in earlier periods is uneven…Where 
only a single attestation can be found for a lexeme or a particular sense of a lexeme, this may 
reflect an idiosyncratic use by a particular writer, i.e., a nonce-word, but in many cases it is more 
likely to reflect more frequent use, either in written sources that have not survived or in speech.”  
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political and economic freight as well as health connotations during the 

seventeenth century.  It was the time of the English Depression of 1620.  In the 

song, the cobblers’ lyrics are the words of working men, not learned economists 

or sophisticated merchants. Consider how the lyrics use “on the mending hand” 

metaphorically in the following opening and closing verses (italics and underlines 

are mine): 

Come, follow, follow me! To th' alehouse weele march all 
three;  
Leave aule, last, threed and lether, and let's goe 
altogether;  
Our trade excells most trades i'th' land, for we are still on 
the mending hand.  
  
Though shoomakers us disdaine, yet 'tis approved plaine  
Our trade cannot be mist, let them say what they list;  
Though all grow worse quite through the land, yet we are 
still on the mending hand.  
  
Though shoomakers us disdaine, yet 'tis approved plaine  
Our trade cannot be mist, let them say what they list;  
Though all grow worse quite through the land, yet we are 
still on the mending hand. 

  … 

While other callings great, for fraud and foule deceit,  
Are lookt unto by law, we need not weigh't a straw;  
Our honesty spreads though the land, for we are still on 
the mending hand.  
  
Therefore let's be of good cheere, though lether be 
something deare;  
The law some course will take, amends for all to make;  
And by their care we understand, the world is now on the 
mending hand.  
  
We pray for durty weather, and money to pay for lether,  
Which if we have, and health, a fig for worldly wealth;  
Till men upon their heads doe stand, we shall be still on 
the mending hand.  
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M.P. 
     FINIS 191 

 
The “Three Merry Cobblers” does not contain the words, “recover” nor “remedy” 

in any of its stanzas. Instead we see the idiom repeated in the refrains.  Note in 

the closing lines we see the dual domains, health and wealth, clearly collocated 

with “on the mending hand.”  The lines from this ballad confirm that the health 

and economic metaphor domains were clearly entrenched.  Bailey’s dictionary 

similarly confirms the efficacy of “recover” as a powerful and self-reinforcing 

polyseme in dual senses.  The close bond between the two semantic domains is 

so strong, that it enables an idiomatic pun to define its etymology!   

While “recover” continues to evolve and produce additional senses in a 

variety of contexts, this diachronic review has illustrated its high level of salience 

and cognitive freight.  The research above attests that “recover” has a strong 

rhetorical force in its use, influenced by the cognitive freight from his historical 

past that continues to influence economic discourse.  The health-wealth 

conceptual blend can be a powerful sociological force. Its interconnectivity with 

moral semantics continues to evoke emotional responses calling for action when 

the economic well-being of the community is threatened by financial stress.  

                                                           
191  Martin Parker, “Three Merry Cobblers,” Roxburghe Collection (I. 408- 409): c1625, 

English Broadside Ballad Archive. University of California Santa Barbara. Ed. Patricia Fumerton 
28 May 2011 Web. <http://www.ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/30279>. 
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Chapter V 

Discussion and Implications of the Findings 

 

By applying quantitative and CMT analytics, we have been able to 

observe the underlying cognitive and pragmatic dynamics of THE ECONOMY IS 

A PATIENT metaphor in common English economic discourse.  The quantitative 

tools indicate that the metaphor as represented by the polyseme, “recovery,” 

does, in fact, emerge during eras of significant economic stress and recedes as 

the crisis subsides.  Similarly, context analyses show that “recover” and 

“recovery” in historical contexts, as well as in present day economic narratives, 

convey the urgency of the financial crisis.  These analyses suggest that THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor and polyseme are salient and significant 

during these specific economic conditions.   

The CMT analysis presented here reveals the complexity of the integrated 

conceptual network resulting from the metaphor blend.  The health and financial 

domains are clear. However, the research demonstrates how the blend as a 

member of the broader domains, THE ECONOMY IS AN ORGANISM and THE 

ECONOMY IS A PERSON, leverages the broad array of conventionalized 

metaphors and idioms.  The conceptual network is as productive now as it was in 

past history. Idioms such as “road to recovery,” for example, are possible 

because of the metaphor’s ability to generate a new conceptual blend, 

RECOVERY IS A JOURNEY.  The blend is the product resulting from the 
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melding of attributes from the common LIFE IS A JOURNEY metaphor and THE 

ECONOMIC IS A PATIENT metaphor.  We have seen similar prolific generations 

as in the early cases of “on the mending hand” and Shakespeare’s punning of 

“recover.”  

In addition, upon deeper analysis diachronically, we see that the metaphor 

blend also reflects historic attributes from other conceptual domains including the 

Western model of “well-being,” morality and man’s ontological relationship with 

God.  It is this relationship that the examination of “recovery” becomes most 

profound.  Health and illness has had a long term cultural and linguistic 

relationship with morality and Judeo-Christian religious precepts, i.e., illness is a 

punishment, therefore, healing is a gift from God.  The conceptual and semantic 

extension of financial stress to this domain has been metaphorically mapped for 

millennia.  Researchers have found similar metaphor patterns in Biblical texts 

“where religion, family life, political and economic stability, and general health 

and welfare were seen as thoroughly intertwined.” 192   Recall the prominent 

financial/ legal senses of “recovery” illustrated in Chapter 4.   Diego Garcia, in a 

1992 study of early health ideologies, finds attestations of the metaphor blend 

created by the illness and debt domains in the Biblical book of Deuteronomy.   

Garcia writes,  “in the language of Deuteronomy, health appears as a gift from 

Yahweh and illness as a debt owed to Him on account of the transgression of the 

law imposed on his people.  Corporal or somatic illness is the manifestation of a 

                                                           
 
192  Seong-Hyuk Hong, The Metaphor of Illness and Healing in Hosea and Its 

Significance in the Socio-Economic Context of Eighth-Century Israel and Judah (New York: Peter 
Lang Publishing, 2006) 88. 
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sin of the heart: such is the ‘etiological diagnosis’ (Deut. 28:15).   Besides this 

there exists a ‘differential diagnosis’, which leads to a differentiation between the 

different types of illness (Deut. 28: 21-22).” 193   In Garcia’s studies we see that 

the patient is a sinner, owing a debt to God.  In this historical view, treatment and 

restoration to health has a moral sense that transcends the economic and the 

financial. 194    While economic discourse of the twenty-first century is viewed as 

a dispassionate, mathematically-based science, the roots of THE ECONOMY IS 

A PATIENT metaphor tells a different story.  As the research in this thesis ha

shown, encyclopedic knowledge of a speech community is readily accessible 

during the processing of metaphors.  The interaction between the multiple 

domains of health, economic and morality enables the metaphor to call into 

action the multiplicity of senses whether intended or merely consequential.  The 

data presented in this thesis illustrates how the metaphor’s extensions can 

account for its enduring power and continued productivity.  The metaphor’s 

cognitive dynamics have created similarities in the economic and health 

domains. The analysis reifies Max Black’s interactionist theory and illustrates it in 

real time.  

s 

                                                          

The diachronic review of “recovery” has also been instrumental in 

understanding not only the metaphor’s use over time, but also the evolution of 

political economic thinking.  This case is an apt example of what Philip Seargeant 

 
193 Diego Garcia, “The Ethics of Diagnosis in Early Christianity and the Middle Ages,” The 

Ethics of Diagnosis eds. José Luis Peset, and Diego Garcia, (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic 
Publishers Group, 1992) 19. 

 
194  My interpretation of the integrated conceptual network using Turner and Fauconnier’s 

graphing technique can be found in Appendix B. 
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calls “the historical ontology of language.”  Seargeant defines historical ontology 

as allowing “us to examine how and why language has been conceptualized in 

the way that it has at particular times and places in history.  It allows us to 

interrogate the processes that give rise to such conceptualization, and evaluate 

their politics and the contingencies that contributed to them.” 195   We have seen 

in this thesis how ideologies are tested in times of financial crisis and how the 

metaphor activates.   Regardless of the writer’s political perspective, the 

metaphorical physician is called upon to cure the ailing economy. The metaphor 

heightens the text’s rhetorical and pragmatic impact.  As Friedrich’s framework 

suggests, a critical analysis of ideologies in discourse intertwines the analytical-

scientific and the emotional-ethical.  We have seen how the polyseme “recovery” 

carries significant cognitive freight containing both analytical and moral attributes, 

that is, “concerned with ‘values.’” 196   The diachronic analysis has proven to be 

an illuminating approach to understanding how a linguaculture evolves over time 

in a community of speakers.   In addition, we have seen how metaphors are 

active agents in the rhetoric designed to influence the society’s “economic 

process and resource allocation.” 197     

Similarly, this “archaeological” approach demonstrates the value of 

Foucault’s notions of epistemes underlying the formation of discourse. We have 

seen how the metaphorical map of a troubled economy to an ailing patient has 

                                                           
195 Philip Seargeant, “The Historical Ontology of Language,” Language Sciences 32 

(2008): 11. 
 
196  Friedrich 296. 
 
197  Friedrich 297. 
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evolved in conjunction with the historical ideologies and understandings of the 

body and disease at a given time.  These cognitive and social constructs are, in 

turn, leveraged in and informed by economic discourse as nature’s “truths.”  

While the anthropomorphic metaphor of the body is particularly salient and 

enduring, the detailed attributes, based on the community’s comprehension of 

the body, is manifested in the metaphor.  In Jack Amariglio’s explication of 

Foucault in economic discourse, he writes, “the notion of the body—indeed, the 

order of all things and words—was discursively organized and ordered according 

to a different ‘episteme.’” 198   Compare again the manner in which “recover “and 

“recovery” was used by Smith in 1776 at the dawn of a new economic 

experiment, the United States, to Misselden’s view hundred-fifty years earlier.  

While both chastise physician over-interventions, the metaphor’s meaning was 

highly influenced by the “episteme” of the era. Both agree free trade is self-

correcting;  the ailing economy will “cure itself.”  For Smith, it is a rational 

solution; for Misselden, it is God’s way.  Still, underpinning the discourse, the 

metaphor of an ECONOMY IS A PATIENT and an administering physician as an 

intervening government prevails.  It has remained a relevant metaphor in 

Western political economic discourse well into the Obama era.  We observe a 

meme that has been passed down from one generation to the next, keeping both 

the metaphor and the polyseme “recover” salient and relevant over time.   

How this occurs has been illustrated by the cognitive dynamics underlying 

the metaphor in the narratives excerpts provided in this thesis. The interrelations 

                                                           
198  Jack L. Amariglio, “The Body, Economic Discourse, and Power: an Economist’s 

Introduction to Foucault,” History of Political Economy 20.4. (1988): 586. 
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between health and financial conceptual domains are proven to be rich in 

meaning and heavy with cognitive freight.  They enable the “political ideas in 

action” which, as Freidrich writes, “arise from the engagement of creative 

individuals with practical problems and necessarily reflect or express the will and 

interests for control or change of some social group or class – notably, its 

economic interests.” 199   When the collective minds of the speech community 

apply the conventionalized word “recovery” the research suggests the 

encyclopedic knowledge of the multiple senses is activated.  The concepts 

shared through a historical memory and sustained via habitual use of linguistic 

forms in the culture.200  Therefore, we find that the selection of polysemes in 

economic discourse is not arbitrary.  Far from it:  they serve a semantic and 

cultural purpose.  They are highly emotive and, as a result, have high persuasive 

power for action.  James Fernandez states this fact succinctly, “metaphors are 

not only rhetorical devices of persuasion; they can also lead to performance.” 201  

The linguistic analysis enables us to better understand why and how THE 

ECONOMY IS A PATIENT metaphor can be called into action.  The data in this 

analysis reveals that the polyseme “recovery” is frequently collocated with other 

lexical items relevant to the society. This, in turn, raises the salience of the 

metaphor to what is important and critical.   

Research indicates that lexical priming of this sort has a strong linguistic 

                                                           
199  Friedrich 301. 
 
200  Anna Wierzbicka refers to this phenomenon as “cultural scripts” in her account of 

Russian conversational phrases and their role in revealing cultural norms.  
 
201  James W. Fernández, Persuasions and Performances: the Play of Tropes in Culture 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986) 42. 
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force. 202  Coupled with the power of social memory, speakers leverage the 

ambiguity to positively enhance the metaphor.  This central dynamic underlies 

the use of idioms, conventionalization and semantic change and reveals the 

cognitive mechanisms in the mind of the speakers.  

Thus far, we have discussed the integral role of polysemes as lexical units 

in economic discourse. The samples provided in this thesis also reveal that 

“recovery” plays a critical function in the narratives in which it is used.  Philip 

Eubanks states that metaphors in rhetoric find their efficacy through “licensing 

stories.”  He writes, “licensing stories are not merely supporting narratives that 

happen to be confluent with a given metaphor.  They are individual and cultural 

keys that people use to establish some disposition toward a metaphor – either a 

conceptual metaphor or a specific instance of it.” 203    Eubanks concurs that 

metaphors have a social origin that the “licensing stories” confirm and give them 

value and “cognitive force.”  He writes that the narratives confirm the suitability of 

the metaphor for the situation at hand,  

For us to regard any mapping as apt, it must comport 
with our licensing stories – our repertoire of ideologically 
inflected narratives, short and long, individual, 
professional, and cultural, that organize our sense of how 
the world works and how the world should work. 204   
(Eubanks’ italics) 

 

                                                           
202 Michael Hoey’s Lexical Priming: A New Theory of Words and Language explores the 

intricacies of lexical priming encompassing universality of collocations and their semantic role. Of 
particular interest is his discussion on disambiguation which we have seen numerous examples in 
historic economic narratives.    

 
203 Philip Eubanks, The War of Words in the Discourse of Trade:  The Rhetorical 

Constitution of Metaphor (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2000) 110. 
 
204 Eubanks 111. 
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While Eubanks’ research establishes a compelling case for the mutually 

reinforcing 205 nature of conceptual metaphors and licensing stories both 

conceptually and rhetorically, his research is limited to modern discourse in a 

traditional synchronic manner.  The licensing stories we have seen in this thesis 

significantly expand his theory.  By analyzing a metaphor regressively through 

narratives and discourse, we see broader implications for cognitive metaphor 

research.  The analysis presented above reveals that licensing stories can re-

activate very old metaphor maps resident in the community’s encyclopedic 

knowledge making them salient again.  Not only are the metaphors restored, but 

the conventional metaphors and polysemes within the integrated conceptual 

network are activated as well.   In the case of “recover” and “recovery,” we have 

seen they carry cognitive freight and referents from history and historical 

ideologies with such emotive power they can spur action. In today’s economic 

discourse, the cognitive blend embodied by the terms, “recover” and “recovery,” 

raise a sense of urgency; the licensing story validates a call for emergency 

treatment, a call for government intervention.   

How can we suggest with such confidence that polysemic words such as 

“recovery” can evoke action, particularly in the domain of economics and 

finance?  A variety of new studies reveal a correlation between the language 

used in economic narratives and the actions individuals take in response.  From 

                                                           
205 Philip Eubanks, “An Analysis of Corporate Rule in Global Discourse,” Rhetoric Review 

27.3 (2008): 255. 
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influencing political and social attitudes 206 to stock trading behavior, 207 these 

studies illustrate the power metaphors can have in rhetorical discourse.   

Deirdre McCloskey’s bold statements in The Rhetoric of Economics 

reverberate in a 2005 study by Fabrizio Ferraro, Heffrey Pfeffer and Robert 

Sutton.  Their research illustrates how economic language can influence 

decisions even when logic may suggest other courses of action.  They write,  

The metaphors and other linguistic tropes used in a 
discipline coalesce into a more or less coherent 
knowledge structure that shapes how its members and 
those they influence construe reality… Acting on the 
basis of that language in ways consistent with those 
norms and assumptions, we do things that, in turn, will 
produce behavior on the part of others consistent with 
our linguistic frame.  Language produced a social reality 
that reinforces and validates the terminology we use…208     

 
In the economic domain, they contend, the economic theories conveyed in 

discourse become self-fulfilling:  “the dominant assumptions, language, and 

ideas of economics can exercise a subtle but powerful influence on behavior, 

including the behavior in an organization, through the formation of beliefs and 

norms about behavior that affect what people do and how they design 

institutions and management practices.” 209  In the case of “recovery,” its 

                                                           
206 Mark Landau, Daniel Sullivan and Jeff Greenberg, “Evidence That Self-Relevant 

Motives and Metaphoric Framing Interact to Influence Political and Social Attitudes,” 
Psychological Science 20.11 (2009): 1421-1427. 

 
207 Michael W. Morris and Oliver J. Sheldon, Daniel R. Ames, Maia J. Young, "Metaphors 

and the Market: Consequences and Preconditions of Agent and Object Metaphors in Stock 
Market Commentary," Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes 102 (2007): 174-
192. 
 

208 Fabrizio Ferraro, Jeffrey Pfeffer, and Robert I. Sutton. “Economics Language and 
Assumptions:  How Theories can Become Self-fulfilling,” Academy of Management Review 30.1 
(2005): 15-16. 

 
209  Ferraro et al, 20. 
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emotive rhetorical power is elicited through its semantic freight from multiple 

domains.  The integrated conceptual network is rich with meaning derived 

from illness, vulnerability and moral judgment.  The metaphor’s ability to 

leverage these senses is ancient and deeply rooted in Western culture.  As a 

linguistic form, the ability of “recovery” to evoke action appears to be similarly 

self-fulfilling.    

In this second decade of the twenty-first century, “recovery” has again 

become an iconic metaphor for the ailing Western economy.  Not only is the 

metaphor’s continued efficacy revealed today but also its ability to shape a 

linguaculture over time.  
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Chapter VI 

Conclusion 

    

The research provided in this thesis uncovers the conceptual and linguistic 

dynamics underlying polysemes and their illocutionary power.  Linguistically, 

these findings reveal a powerful new insight.  Through detailed diachronic 

analysis we see that a single lexical unit, a polyseme, can carry historical 

cognitive freight.  When the polyseme is used in cultural narratives, it can have 

significant rhetorical effect in a speech community.  For cognitive linguists, the 

diachronic exploration of metaphors can reveal how they remain productive over 

many centuries.  In fact, we see that the continual use of the metaphor over time 

embeds the deeply held beliefs of the community in the language.  The cognitive 

freight can convey not only current and novel political views, but also carry 

historic political ideologies.  By using the tools of modern Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory in a diachronic analysis, the linguist can study how former uses of a 

single polyseme are reactivated by different environmental triggers to reveal the 

community’s encyclopedic knowledge and cultural frames.  This type of analysis 

can illuminate the cognitive power of “licensing” narratives.  

 The findings from this research suggest that diachronic analysis has 

significant potential to advance metaphor and critical discourse research.  By 

revealing a polyseme’s historic evolution, the cognitive linguist may generate new 

insights into the cognitive and social underpinnings of a metaphor’s role in a 
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speech community’s thought and action.   
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Appendix A 

Terminology 

 

Cognitive linguistics – the branch of linguistics study that researches the 

connection between human cognition and language: how language is not an 

autonomous cognitive faculty and that knowledge of language emerges from 

language use. 210    

Conceptual metaphor theory (CMT) – theory proposing that metaphors are the 

manifestation of a conceptual mapping between two conceptual domains; the 

metaphorical expression is about a situation in one domain (the target 

domain) using concepts from another domain (the source domain). 211  

Conceptual domain – a conceptual representation or knowledge of any coherent 

segment of experience; involves both the knowledge of basic elements that 

constitute a domain and knowledge that is rich in detail. 212  For example, the 

conceptual domain of “mother” includes attributes pertaining to motherhood, 

such as “pregnancy,” “children,” and ”nurturing.”  

Conventional metaphor – a metaphor whose base terms refer to both a literal 

concept and to an associated metaphoric category. For example, blueprint 

(as in “A gene is a blueprint”) has two closely related senses: “a blue and 

                                                           
 

210 William Croft and D. Alan Cruse, Cognitive Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004) 1.  
 

211 Croft and Cruse 198. 
 

212 Zoltán Kövecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010) 324.  
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white photographic print showing an architect’s plan” and “anything that 

provides a plan.” 213  

Critical Discourse Analysis – a form of linguistic research and analysis that 

focuses on the way language is used in discourse as a social and/or political 

force.   “It is primarily interested and motivated by pressing social issues, 

which it hopes to better understand through discourse analysis.” 214 

Dead metaphor – a word or phrase that was once metaphorical, but has since 

lost any sense of connection with the original base concept. For example, 

culture refers to a particular heritage or society and its use seems literal, but 

this sense is a metaphoric extension of another known sense of the word, 

“preparation for growth” (as in the bacteria culture).  The two meanings no 

longer seem related. 215 

English for Specific Purposes – related to specific teaching situations of English 

for use in specific disciplines or professional work.216  

Language ideology –  “the cultural system of ideas about social and linguistics 

relationships, together with their loading of moral and political interests.” 217   

Linguistic/ language philosophy – the study of language from the perspective of 

                                                           
 

213 Brian F. Bowdle and Dedre Gentner, “The Career of Metaphor,” Psychological Review 
112.1 (2005): 199. 

 
214  Teun A. van Dijk, “Principles of Critical Discourse Analysis,” Discourse & Society  

(London: Sage Publishing, 1993) 252. 
 

215 Bowdle and Gentner 209. 
 

216 Tom Hutchinson and Alan Waters, English for Specific Purposes: A Learner-centered 
Approach (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) 19. 

 
217  Judith Irvine, “When Talk Isn’t Cheap: Language and Political Economy,” American 

Ethnologist 16.2 (1989): 255. 
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how language is used and the meaning derived from its use; highly influenced 

by J.L. Austin. 218 

 Performativity – the notion that the “issuing of [an] utterance is the performing of 

an action” 219 and not just the saying of it. 

Polysemy - when a word has several meanings which are (metaphorically) 

related. 220  

Pragmatics -  the study of meaning as communicated by a speaker (or writer) 

and interpreted by a listener (or reader). It is the study of speaker 

meaning, contextual meaning and how meaning is communicated. 221 

Rhetoric – the use and study of language for persuasion. 222 

 

                                                           
 

218 J.T. Austin, How to do Things with Words, ed. J.O. Urmson (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1962). 
 

219 Austin 6. 
 

220 Joost C. Van de Weijer, Glossary of Linguistic Terminology (October 28 2004), 14 
February 2009 <http://person2.sol.lu.se/JoostVanDeWeijer/Texts/glossary.pdf> 29. 
 

221 George Yule, Pragmatics (Oxford: Oxford University Press: 1996) 3. 
 
222 Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1355b. 

 

http://person2.sol.lu.se/JoostVanDeWeijer/Texts/glossary.pdf
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Figure 6.  Conceptual blending network for interaction of “recovery” in 
economic discourse. This graphic represents a possible mapping of 
cognitive attributes across the economic, health and moral conceptual 
domains.
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Appendix C 

 
Lexical Item Economist 

(Jan ’95-Sept 
’97) 
n = approx. 9.7 
million 

Frequency 
words223 per 
million words 

U.K. magazines  
n = 5 million 
words 

Frequency 
words223 per 
million words 

Economic Growth 1576 162.5 10 2 

Fat 328 33.8 476 97 

Diet 149 15.4 236 48.1 

Healthy Economy 133 13.7 0 0 

Ailing 133 13.7 16 3.3 

Remedy 99 10.2 32 6.5 

Economic 
disease 
 

94 9.7 0 0 

Economic cure 80 8.2 0 0 

Economic 
depression 
 

45 4.6 1 0.2 

Infant industry 32 3.3 0 0 

Economic decay 30 3.1 0 0 

Bleeding 23 2.4.  62 12.6 

Haemorrhage 7 0.7 9 1.8 

 
Table 1.  Instances of Economic Metaphor. Source:Jonathan Charteris-Black, 

“Metaphor and Vocabulary Teaching in ESP Economics,” English for 
Specific Purposes 19 (2000). This table illustrates the number of instances 
each metaphor occurs within Charteris-Black’s research corpora.  

                                                           
223 Charteris-Black is referring to the frequency of occurrences per million words. 
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